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Sad grads: Applying for graduate school adds stress to students'schedules, but the alternative - the job market - can be worse.
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As the U.S. economy contin
ues to struggle, many students
look toward graduate school as
an alternative to the increasingly
competitive job market.
A recent study by Kaplan Test
Prep predicted the number of stu
dents seeking graduate degrees
will increase by 9 percent from
last year based on the number of
students who have registered for
the Graduate Record Exam. In

2009, global registration for the
exam exceeded 675,(XX).
Jeffrey Potteiger, dean of grad
uate studies at Grand Valley State
University, listed some possibili
ties for the projected increase.
“Several reasons include the
competitiveness of the job mar
ket, new and emerging skills re
quirements for workers, loss of
less-skilled jobs and growing
fields of study like health care and
international affairs,” he said.
GVSU graduate enrollment
has remained consistent through-

+9%
increase of students seeking
graduate degrees from last year
out the past five years with 3,555
graduate students currently en
rolled. Graduate students com
prise 14.5 percent of the student
body at GVSU, according to the
Office of Institutional Analysis.

See Graduate, A2
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A projected nurse short
age sits on the horizon for
the state of Michigan, and
the need for more nurses is
beginning to increase.
The American Asso
ciation of Medical Colleges
projected a shortage of
45,000 primary care physi
cians and 46JOOO surgeons
and medical specialists in
the next decade nationwide,
which doubles previous
estimates, according to a
profile of Michigan nursing
workforce 2010 report.
Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s Kirkhof College of
Nursing is doing its part to
address the shortage. Cur
rently it has 1,100 pre-nurs
ing students in the lower
division, 485 in the upper
division and 80 in the grad
uate nursing programs.

MCCURREN
“The Kirkhof College of
Nursing provides a ‘nurs
ing’ education,” said Cyn
thia McCurren. dean of the
college of nursing. “Nursing
is its own profession and is
not overseen or regulated
by medicine.”
The nursing program at
GVSU has a reputation for
excellence as determined
by those who hire GVSU
graduates. GVSU gradu
ates are also highly sought
applicants for graduate pro
grams in nursing, she said.
According to a press re-

See Nurses, A2

'I am Grand Valley'
seeks nominations
By Garrett Pelican
GVL Staff Writer

With the deadline for nominations drawing close
on Friday, the office of Student Life is encouraging
Grand Valley State University students and faculty
to acknowledge student leaders - employees, class
mates. organization members, volunteers - contrib
uting to their campus community by nominating
them for the “I am Grand Valley” award.
Established by the office of Student Life during
the 2003-2004 academic year, the program recog
nizes all students nominated up to a total of I jOOO.
Those nominated will be recognized with an “I am
Grand Valley" shirt and certificate on Jan. 19, 2011
at a reception during Campus Leadership Week.
“Even though leadership is not stated explicitly in
the mission, we
educate students
See Grand Valley, A2
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For Grand Valley State University’s
School of Criminal Justice, a combina
tion of skill, prominence and friends in
all the right places has earned them a
$15,500 grant from the Michigan State
Police Emergency Management and
Homeland Security Division.
William Crawley, associate dean of
the College of Community and Public
Service, said the grant provides support
for SCJ faculty to advise and facilitate
the Emergency Management and Home
land Security Division of the Michigan
State Police.
Professor Jim Bolger of the SCJ has
led the partnership with the Michigan
State Police since the grant was created
in 2005 to start the Michigan Intelligence
Operations Center.
“We were instrumental in coordi
nating the privacy policy, which is a
guideline that the Michigan Intelligence
Operations Center uses to gather and dis
seminate information,” Bolger said.
The
story
starts
after
//
Sept. II, 2001
I think
when
Bolger
said the federal
because of
government re
Grand Valley's
alized a lot of
its data would
reputation
better
serve
... we were
public safety
if there was a
awarded with
way to fuse it
together in one
the homeland
place.
security
Bolger, who
was the project
contract/'
manager in the
%
matter, said to
get the privacy
-William Crawley
policy up and
Associate Dean
running, repre
sentatives from
for Community
civil
rights,
and Public Service
ACLU,
law
enforcement
and prosecutors all had to come to an
agreement on how to gather and assimi
late information while not violating any
constitutional rights.
“Bottom line is that the federal gov
ernment put out some policies to encour
age states to set up what we call ‘fusion
centers,’ and this is gathering information
about threats and venting those to make
sure there is some substance to them,”
Bolger said. “Then, if appropriate, we

See Grant, A2
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Graduate
continued from page A1

Potteiger said he expects those num
bers to increase.
“Which programs grow will be de
pendent on resource availability and our
continued ability to offer timely high
quality programs to potential students,”
he added.
A recent report published by the
Council of Graduate Schools also saw
increases in graduate school enrollment
across the board. More than 1.7 million
students applied for admission to grad
uate programs beginning in fall 2009
with a 45-percent acceptance rate.
“Applications for admission to U.S.
graduate schools increased 8.3 percent
between fall 2008 and fall 2009,” the
report concluded. “Between fall 1999
and fall 2009, graduate applications
grew at an average annual rate of 4.8
percent. Over the past decade, increases

Grant
continued from page A1

pass those along to the right
agency to investigate.”
Although only a handful
of SCJ faculty are involved
in the partnership. Having
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Grand Valley

occurred in graduate applications in all
broad fields.”
Breeann Gorham, assistant director
of career services at GVSU, said she
thinks the surge in popularity can be at
tributed to the state of the job market.
“The first reason more students are
seeking graduate degrees is because
they can’t find positions in the tough
economy, and they think of it as a way
to buy time,” she said. “They aren’t
finding jobs, and they think of it as a
backup plan. 1 hear most often from stu
dents, ‘I can’t find a job so I’m going to
go to graduate school.’”
However, Gorham warned that grad
uate degrees might not always benefit a
student looking for an entry-level posi
tion.
“1 don’t want to minimize the im
portance of a graduate degree, but in
an employer’s eyes, experience is more
of a priority,” she said. “It makes them

people from the academic
arena there, Bolger added,
was advantageous in coor
dinating and facilitating the
discussion during the cre
ation process.
“He (Frank Hughes of the
SCJ department) also used a

1/

tik' tifr cr

y|n ran Mr

HOLIDAY HELP
Students/Others. $16.25
base - appt. Flex. Sched.
All ages, 17*. Cond. apply.
Call Monday 616-241-6303
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GVL / Rachel Dwyer
Application anguish: A college degree does
not guarantee an entry-level job.

more eligible for a promotion. Experi
ence makes them employable. A gradu
ate degree makes them more eligible to
be promoted and for career growth, but
not for that initial position.”
assistantnews@ lanthorn .com

couple grad students in com
piling a survey,” Bolger said.
“It was a good learning expe
rience for them to have in re
gards to criminal justice and
collecting data.”
Originally, Michigan State
University was the primary
assistant to the state police
while GVSU primarily as
sisted the former. In more re
cent years, however, the state
has asked GVSU to take the
reigns as a stand-alone part
ner in the planning and op
erations processes.
Crawley attributes this
bestowment to “the grow
ing capacity demonstrated in
(GVSU’s) services,” while
Bolger speculates a positive
background and good stand
ing played a big role in snag

ging the spot as the state po
lice’s right-hand man.
“1 think because of Grand
Valley’s reputation and some
of our faculties’ contact with
the executive leadership of
the state police, we were
^warded with the homeland
security contract,” Bolger
said.
Crawley said grants like
the one awarded to SCJ help
the university to better con
nect with and serve our com
munity.
“It is a chance to connect
the theoretical concepts stud
ied in the classroom to the
professional practices deliv
ered in the field,” Crawley
said.
ne ws @ lan thorn .com

OK. SO MY SUBS REALLY AREN'T GOURMET AND

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, IL

JOHjy,

IN 1983 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA

WE RE NOT FRENCH EITHER. MY SUBS JUST TASTE

a

Little

better, that's all! i wanted to

CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT

AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET.

*
8" SUB SANDWICHES

I*

SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET. BUT
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LETS STICK WITH TASTY!

Gn,?RLD s GREATr«V
^ffMET SANDWlC"
Corporate Headquarters Champaign. II

til of my tasty sub sandwiches are a full 8 inches of
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats & cheese I can buy! End if it matters to you.
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread or my famous
homemade french bread!

$33$

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

PLAIN SUMS*

#1 PEPE*
Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo.

#2 BIG JOHN*
Medium rare choice roast beef, topped with
yummy mayo, lettuce, and tomato.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA'1
Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

#4 TURKEY TOM'*
Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo. (The original)

#5 VITO*
The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone.
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)

Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

SUM I
SUM 2
SUM 3
SUM 4
SUM 5
SUM h

Ham & cheese

A full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham.
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato, t real mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB'*
Choice roast beef, smoked ham. provolone cheese.
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.

Roast Reef
Tuna salad

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB

Turkey breast
Salami, capicola. cheese
Double provolone

Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav'ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

#IO HUNTER'S CLUB*

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap
cQD®CEMP

A full 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare
roast beef, provolone. lettuce, tomato. & mayo.

Same ingredients and price of the

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*

sub or club without the bread.

Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB* ©

#6 VEGETARIAN
Layers of provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber,
lettuce, tomato, and mayo (Truly a gourmet sub not
for vegetarians only............... peace dude!)

J.J.B.L.T.*
lacon. lettuce, tomato, i mayo
(The only better ILT is mama's IIT)

BOX LUNCHES. PUTTERS. PARTIES!

DELIVERY OROERS will include a delivery
charge of 45c per item (W-tle).

* * JIMMYJ0HNS.COM * *

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It's the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
(Try it on my 7 grain whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

to shape their lives, their
professions and their soci
eties,” said Michelle Burke,
associate director of Stu
dent Life at GVSU. “All of
that is leadership. So what
we try to do with the ‘I am
Grand Valley’ campaign is
help students realize even
that little thing they may
have done exhibited leader
ship and they’re helping to
fulfill a mission of the uni
versity.”
Though students can
nominate their friends for
the program, Burke said the
most gratifying nomina
tions happen when faculty
members nominate unsus
pecting students.
GVSU alumnus and 2009
nominee Fred Danielson
said his nomination was a
pleasant surprise.
“It’s nice to know that
the faculty themselves rec
ognize other people actual
ly putting forth effort above
and beyond their academics
in certain ways,” he said.
“It’s kind of encouraging
to know that by doing so
they’re also helping out to
make Grand Valley a better
institution.”
The campaign has grown
since its introduction by
ballooning from 450 nomi
nations in 2006 to 850 in
2009, a number it looks to
surpass by a large margin

Nurses
continued from page A1

lease from the Michigan
Health Council, there is a
need specifically for phy
sician assistants and nurse
practitioners as the need for
primary care providers ex
pands. Physician assistants
work directly with the doc
tor in a physician’s office.
Nurse practitioners have a
minimum of a masters de
gree in nursing and practice
independently under a col
laborative agreement with
a physician to oversee their
work.
“With health care re
form, and this looming
doctor shortage, someone
is going to need to pick
up the slack and take care
of patients and certainly a
nurse practitioner or physi
cian assistant is capable of
providing that care,” said
Carole Stacy, director for
the Michigan Center for
Nursing. “So there’s going
to be a lot of job opportu
nities for people with those
particular credentials.”
GVSU senior Janelle
Smeenge is studying to be
come a pediatric nurse and
will be graduating with her
bachelor of science in nurs
ing.
“I think that people defi
nitely still need nurses be
cause they have a different
form of education and they
bring a different knowl
edge-base to the profes
sion,” Smeenge said. “They
do a lot more holistic care

this year.
“It’s definitely grown
each year,” Burke said. “I’ll
be really excited if we can
hit that 1,000 mark - that
would be great.”
To nominate a student,
visit the “1 am Grand Val
ley” website and answer a
brief questionnaire asking
for the nominee’s name, email address and stating the
reason for the recognition.
Despite lacking criteria, the
process acknowledges each
student’s individual contri
butions.
“When the program is
finished each year, we have
a great portfolio of stories
about all the good things
that students are doing
around campus and in the
community,” Burke said.
According to the pro
gram’s website, all GVSU
students, undergraduate or
graduate, are eligible as
long as they are enrolled in
the Fall and Winter semes
ters of the school year they
are nominated.
“To be able to surprise
somebody in a simple way
and obviously to acknowl
edge their leadership accomplishments--there’s no
reason not to do it,” said
Burke.
For more information,
visit the website at www.
gvsu.edu/iamgv or e-mail
iamgv@gvsu.edu.

%pelican@lanthorn .com

for people’s physical, emo
tional and mental needs.”
Being a pediatric nurse
is considered a type of
specialty care in the field
of nursing. Primary care,
another venue of work for
nurses, has less practicing
nurses compared to that of
specialty care, Stacy said.
Examples of primary care
include family doctor and
general practitioner. Spe
cialty work includes der
matologist, orthopedic, sur
geon and cardiologist.
“There may not be a
shortage in specialists, but
there will be a shortage of
physicians going into pri
mary care because there
are not as many physicians
choosing to go into pri
mary care as in the past,”
she said. “You make more
money when you specialize
than if you go into primary
care.”
The number of nurses
practicing primary care was
35 percent versus specialty
care at 65 percent in Michi
gan, according to the nurs
ing workforce report. How
ever, the amount of nurses
needed in the state is of
the most concern to those
involved with the nursing
program.
“I think that nursing
right now is poised to be
able to make a real differ
ence and play a large role
in health care reform,” Sta
cy said. “So we definitely
need to be sure we’re there
and ready to do that.”

cstoskopf@ lanthorn .com

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*
★ SIDES ★
* Soda Pop....... ....................................... S1.39/S1 59
* Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal rarsin cookie ... $1.50
* Real potato chips or |umbo kosher dill pickle.... $0.99
* Extra load of meat

........................................ $1.75

* Extra cheese or extra avocado spread. ........... $0.70
* Hot Peppers.......... ...........

FREEBIES

...................... $0.20

(SUBS t, CLUBS ONLY)

Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber. Oijon mustard, oil & vinegar, and oregano

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN*
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John’s brother Huey. It s huge
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans! Tons of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef,
turkey & provolone. jammed into
one of our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,
lettuce, tomato. & our homemade
Italian dressing.

Roast beel. turkey breast, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
An American classic, certainly not invented by J.J. but
definitely tweaked and fine tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA*
The same as our 03 Totally Tuna except this one has
a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone.
sprouts, cucumber, lettuce. & tomato.

#16 CLUB LULU*
Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato.
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER*

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
ALLENDALE

4814 LAKE MICHIGAN DR.

616.892.2000

ISIS 7117. 7113 7004 7007 7000 JIMMY JOHN'S fllNCNISf UC III RIGHTS MStlVtO We lexcrte the li(hl to Mohe Any Menu Ckiaftl.
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Professor receives international award for dissertation

BRIEFS!

Christopher Toth reflects on award-winning dissertation, Child's Play: Investigating the genre of toy safety recall notices'
By Molly Waite

GV NEWS

1
Women's commission
accepting award
nominations
The GVSU Women's
Commission is accepting
nominations for two
awards: the Maxine
Swanson Award and
the Women's Impact
Award. These annual
awards will be presented
at the annual Women's
Commission Awards
Ceremony on March 3.
The Maxine Swanson
Award is presented to
an individual who has
provided leadership in
support of the rights of
women at Grand Valley
State University.
The Women's Impact
Award has been
established by the
Women's Commission to
recognize individuals who
have made outstanding
contributions for
the advancement of
women at GVSU and
in the community. This
award will honor an
individual for her or
his contributions as a
professional, volunteer or
agent of change.
Award nominations
are due Jan. 28.
Refer to www.gvsu.
edu/w_commission/ for
more information on
award criteria and the
nomination process.

2
University mourns
Peter Cook
Peter Cook, a
philanthropist and
business leader who
ardently supported Grand
Valley State University,
passed away on Sunday.
Cook was 96.
In addition serving as a
member of the Advisory
Cabinet for the Grand
Valley State University
Foundation, Cook also
donated to the Eberhard
Center and supported
the Richard M. DeVos
Center and the CookDeVos Center for Health
Sciences.
He also worked with
the Hauenstein Center
for Presidential Studies.
He established the Peter
C. Cook Leadership
Academy, which works to
connect professionals as
mentors with students.
Cook's influence at
GVSU can be seen in the
Cook Carillon Tower. He
was named to the Grand
Valley State Hall of Fame
and honored with a
Doctorate of Humanities.

3
Leadership summit
registration open
Students from across
the state are invited
>
to register for Grand
Valley State University's
Leadership Summit on
Feb. 12,2011, from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. in the Kirkhof
Center.
The conference will
include more than 30
leadership workshops,
a leadership case study,
and keynote speaker
Jonathan Sprinkles.
Sprinkles'address will
focus on "How to be a
Change Maker."
Last year, more than
400 students statewide
attended the summit.
The cost to GVSU
students is $15 and $25
to non-GVSU students.
To register or for more
information, visit www.
gvsu.edu/leadership.

GVL Senior Reporter

Not many graduate students receive recognition
for the work that goes into writing a dissertation. But
then, not many graduate students wrote a disserta
tion quite like Christopher Toth, now an assistant
professor of writing at Grand Valley State LTniversity.
Earlier this year,Toth received the Association for Busi
ness Communication’s annual Award for Outstanding
Doctoral Dissertation on Business Communication.
“I was extremely excited and honored,” Toth said. “I
spent a year and a half researching and writing my dis
sertation, so it’s great to be recognized for my scholar
ship. The Association for Business Communication is
the only international organization dedicated to advanc
ing business communication education and research,
so to be honored by them is a great honor. The award
adds validation that the larger community of scholars in
business communication values the research I’m con
ducting.”
The dissertation, “Child’s Play: Investigating the
genre of toy safety recall notices,” examines the effec
tiveness of toy safety recall notices. Toth wrote it as part
of his doctorate of Philosophy in Rhetoric and Profes
sional Communication at Iowa State University.
In 2007, the U.S. Consumer Pnxlucts Safety Com
mission issued recalls for 80 toys and affect millions of
families,Toth said in his dissertation abstract. He found

Courtesy Photo / Christopher Toth
Child's play: GVSU assistant professor Christopher Toth earned the
Association for Business Communication's Outstanding Doctoral

t

Dissertation award.

that many of the toy safety recall notices do not effec
tively communicate the risks posed by faulty toys.
He then became interested in the rhetoric of toy
safety when he noticed a newsfeed that alerted con
sumers about the Thomas the Train™ wooden train set
accessories.
“The Thomas the Train toy caught my interest be
cause my 3-year old nephew received it as a holiday
gift,” Toth said. “He loved this toy and played with it

all the time. Using my nephew’s toy as a springboard, I
started to examine the seriousness of the toy recall situ
ation.”
Praise has been high for Toth in the GVSU De
partment of Writing, said Ellen Schendel, associate
professor of writing and director of the Fred Meijer
Center for Writing. After being hired last fall, Toth has
already made several contributions to the department
and helped to rethink the writing major, as well as new
courses and curriculums, Schendel said.
“He’s very new to our department, but already we’re
able to see his contributions,” Schendel said. “We all ap
preciate what he brings to the department, so of course
we were excited that other people are also recognizing
all that he’s been able to contribute. He’s looking at im
portant kinds of communication that occurs in the busi
ness world that have real-world implications for health
and safety. 1 think it’s great that he’d doing this kind of
work. We need people who do that kind of work.”
According to the Association for Business Commu
nication’s website, Toth received a plaque, a monetary
award, a one-year membership with the association and
the chance to be published in one of the association’s
journals.
“(This award is) recognition that his research is go
ing in the right direction and that he’s doing important
things,” Schendel said. “It certainly is evidence that he
is poised to make contributions important to the field.”

mwaite@ lanthorn £om

International Relations Organization

GV alumnus gets political

offers open forum for students

Former student earns job on Dillon campaign
By Samantha Butcher

By Jake Moerdyke

GVL Assistant News Editor

GVL Intern

Grand Valley State Univer
sity students participated in a
open forum about U.S. foreign
policy during the GVSU Inter
national Relations Organiza
tion’s Nov. 30 event titled “For
eign Policy Today: Realism vs.
Idealism debate.”
The 1RO club brought three
different professors from the
Allendale Campus together
to form a panel that debated
the country’s foreign policy in
terms of the views of a political
realist versus those of an indi
vidualist.
The panel consisted of Dr.
Larry Cousineau, a professor of
history. Dr. Andrew Schlewitz.
professor of Latin American
studies, and Dr. Thomas Walk
er, professor of political science.
Each of them represented a dif
ferent side of the coin for the
debate.
Much of the event was dedi
cated to defining for the audi
ence what the terms idealism
and realism mean within the
context of foreign policy. Cous
ineau defined himself as “a real
ist with a capital R.”
He also defined political re
alism as a belief that politics is
governed by the objective that
laws have their roots in human
nature. The belief puts forth the
idea that humans tend to be self
ish, self-serving and short sight
ed when it comes to politics and
international relations, even if
the policy is non-threatening.
“A realists looks at all bets
in terms of interests are defined
in terms of power not philoso
phies,” Cousineau said.
Cousineau added that in con
trast, political idealism imposes
a philosophy on foreign policy
to achieve an open-ended goal.
This goal, he said, has often
more of an emotional interest
than an interest of the country.
Schlewitz defined his beliefs
in regard to the discussion as
liberal. He said he uses the term
liberal instead of idealist be
cause his beliefs are a mixture
of both ideas.
Quoting E.H. Carr’s “The
Concluding Chapter,” Schelwitz said, “Any sound political
thought must be based on ele
ments of both utopia (idealism)
and reality.”
Schlewitz added that he de
fines himself as a liberal because
the “findings of his studies are
based on the real world .”
Walker played the role of the
intermediate in the discussion
and often noted as he spoke that
UIRVIKSfrVbookiJort

GVL / Jake Moerdyke
Idealistic spectrum: (From left to right) Andrew Schelwitz, Larry
Cousineau and Thomas Walker sit on a panel for "Foreign Policy Today:
Realism vs. Idealism debate," hosted by the IRO club.

he would put on his “realist hat”
for the job.
Heading the discussion on
the Obama administration.
Walker said while Obama’s
policies have been more on the
idealistic side of the spectrum,
he believes the president is also
quite pragmatic with his policy.
“And there we get some
overlap (of idealism and real
ism),” Walker said.
While reading the 2010 na
tional security statement and
other measures that the Obama
administration has taken. Walk
er said he sees the language as
extremely clear eyed in the way
that an idealist might view the
world, but the rhetoric is pre
sented in such a way as to make
them fit the country’s national
interest.
After the ideas of realism
and idealism were clearly de
fined, the floor was opened to
students who wanted to ask the
panel questions regarding the
U.S.’ role in the democratiza
tion and policing of the world.
Even in the discussion between
students, opposite viewpoints
were represented.
The ideas of America polic
ing the world was the hottest
topic of discussion for students
- more specifically the debate
about America’s responsibility
to “take care” of so many other
countries. Students questioned
if the U.S. could financially
sustain that responsibility if
the burden is in fact left on the

country's shoulders.
Students also devoted a large
part of the discussion to U.S.
involvement in other countries
that do not seem to want inter
ference as opposed to the places
of the world that do want U.S.
assistance but does not receive
it.
International students from
both Indonesia and Rwanda
spoke to this and asked the pro
fessors to give their perspectives
and students stayed engaged
while the panel spoke.
“You have to learn from
both perspectives,” said Amber
Spencley, FYesident of the IRO
club.
Spencley said she was excit
ed that so many people attended
the discussion and thought the
audience was incredibly willing
to participate with the profes
sors.
Matthew Brainovich, sec
retary of the IRO club, said he
believes students need to expe
rience a full spectrum of views
jpid understand the common
points to really understand what
is happen all over the world.
Amanda Johnson, psychol
ogy major, said she came to the
event to leam about the ideas of
realism in the world.
“I have always been of the
opinion that you need to think
and that you need to hear opin
ions that are different from your
own,” she said.

Politics are a passion for
many, but recent Grand Valley
State University graduate Peter
Vankuiken has turned his pas
sion into a career.
VanKuiken, who graduated
from GVSU earlier this year,
worked as state representativeelect Brandon Dillon’s cam
paign manager throughout the
2010 election and was recently
hired on as Dillon’s legislative
assistant.
“I had worked super hard at
GVSU and for my internships
just to have a job on a cam
paign this year, but to be Bran
don’s campaign manager and
to see the whole thing through
from beginning to end - now
that was cool,” VanKuiken
said. “Maybe things would
have been different if we had
lost, but to know all the work
paid off in the end - it was just
gratifying.”
Brandon Dillon (D-Grand
Rapids) ran in the 75th Michi
gan House District, which cov
ers the eastern half of Grand
Rapids. Dillon won the seat
previously held by Democrat
Robert Dean in a narrow race.
According to the Grand
Rapids Elections Examiner,
there was a 666-vote margin
between Dillon and his Repub
lican challenger, Bing Goei.
“There was some anxiety,
some joy and some relief (on
election night),” VanKuiken
said. “I really cannot describe
it accurately. It was surreal to
be sitting there watching the
numbers come in and to be
thinking about all the things
that lead up to that moment.
When the moment came and
we knew we had won, it felt
pretty dam good.”
VanKuikeri’s interest in
politics stems from his child
hood love of history.
1
“When I was growing up.

dad
my
would
take me to
historical
locations
or what
he thought
would be
historical DILLON
events,”
he
said.
“There
were lots
of trips to
Washing
ton, D.C,.
and every
effort was
made to VANKUJKEN
see
the
President
when he came to town.”
His passion continued
through his time at GVSU.
In addition to taking political
science classes, VanKuiken
interned with the Kent County
Democratic Party and spent
more than a year interning
with David LaGrand, the
Democratic candidate for State
Senate in the 29th District. He
first learned of the Dillon job
through a friend.
“At first 1 wasn’t too sure
about it because I was busy
with school and working on
another campaign, but after
thinking about it, I realized,
why not?”
Dillon stood out to him im
mediately.
“I had met a few politicians
by that point, and Brandon was
his own man,” VanKuiken
said.
During the campaign,
VanKuiken worked 12- to 18hour days for seven days a
week.
VanKuiken said he is will
ing to speak with other students
who are interested in how to
get involved with politics. He
can be reached at peter@brandondillon.com.
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ITALIAN GRILL

Congratulations Graduates!
Carrabba’s will be opening early for your
convenience on December 11th

lJBS
wwwubigvMuedu

Reservations will be accepted between 12:00and 4:00.
Normal call ahead seating will apply after 4:00.
Grandville 261-3020
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EDITORIAL CARTOON
OUll UJHY ALL THE TOUCHY-TOUCHY?!

Retrospect

B*ck in
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While everyone sets their sights on the
end of the semester, the best way to
maintain sanity in the midst of end-ofsemester stress is to take a look back at
the beginning of the school year.
t’s that time of year again when suddenly every
group project is due, every class assigns a
10-page paper, exams are nearing and the holiday
season quickly advances, bringing the demands
of shopping and preparing for a variety of family
and social obligations. And on top of all that, it’s
freezing cold and snowing, which is enough to test
anyone’s holiday cheer.
This is the time of year when students and faculty
alike can begin to feel overwhelmed and focus
only on the key to happiness, the solution to all our
problems: Dec. 17 — the end of the semester.
We deal with the same end-of-semester stresses
and problems every year and yet seem to make little
progress in finding an alternative method of coping
or even preventing the insanity that is finals week.
One option would be to take break from obsessing
about the length of our to-do lists and revisit our
attitudes at the beginning of the semester.
The final week of classes before exams is a good
time to re-evaluate goals set earlier this school year.
A reminder of what you wanted to accomplish can
either be comforting if you realize you’ve already
achieved it or can serve as a wake-up call to help
refocus your energy as the semester draws to a close.
Get reacquainted with the student you were at the
beginning of the school year - full of ambition and
motivation, excited (perhaps) about your new classes
and ready to take on whatever challenges Fall 2010
brought your way. Chances are somewhere during
the long weeks of the semester, students lost that
spark, but this final push is a good time to reignite it
and finish the semester strong.
One step to accomplishing goals is to be aware
of them, and it is good to remind yourself of long
term and short-term goals to ensure the end of the
semester leaves you in a good position.
Whatever method you use to study or reduce
stress, take a few moments in these final weeks to
reflect on where you’ve come from this semester and
where you’d like to be at the end of exams.
Don’t worry, we’ll all survive.
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Valley Vote
Should GVSU adopt a gender neutral
housing policy?
Yes: 42%

No: 58%

This week s question:

Vote online at

Are you disappointed by the football
team's overall season?
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YOUR INSIGHTS

How important is a graduate degree
in getting a job?

"\ believe it depends
on the job you are
wishing to get. All
in all I'm sure it
helps and can be
beneficial, but is a
personal choice if
you wish to further
your education that
far."

"1 would think a
teacher would
need a graduate
degree to get a
better job."

"It really depends
on what type of
job you want after
college."

"1 would say a
graduate degree
is very important
in getting a good
job because the
job market is very
limitless these
days. So, the more
experiences and
schooling you have,
the better chance of
getting a good job."

"1 think a graduate
degree is very
important to
getting a good
job."

Amanda Pussehl
Junior
Elementary
Education
Romeo, Mich.

Jacob Rolf
Junior
Advertising/ PR
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Cassidy Watts
Sophomore
Special Education
Homer, Mich.

Nathan Rolf
Sophomore
Business
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Bridget Welsh
Sophomore
Social Work
Novi, Mich.

GVL STUDENT OPINION---------------------------------------------------------

Cell phone service providers should set sights lower than Everest

If you would have come to
me two years ago and asked me
what my biggest pet peeve about
college was, I would have ranted
at you about cell phones and
how they are destroying society.
I would have blabbered on about
students paying more attention to
texting friends during class than
the textbooks in front of them. I
may even have had the audacity
to argue the idiocy of people
talking on their phones as they
walk back to their dorms.
But as Bob ... somebody
(the last name escapes me)...
once said, “The times they are
a-changin’.” Although, I think he
also said to have your pets spayed
and neutered, which has nothing
to do with anything, but is still
very important.
Two years later, I feel infinitely
wiser and a hundred-times more
technologically advanced. Part
of it may be due to the fact that
conforming to the societal norms
and embracing advances in
communicative sciences is easier

than fighting them. It may also
have to do with the fact that my
phone now has a full keyboard.
With this embrace of cell
phones, I have noticed something
unsettling: Grand Valley State
University does not have the best
reception in the world. At all. And
someone needs to do something
about it.
The problem isn’t so much
the fact that Allendale isn’t No.
I in cellular service hotspots, but
rather the fact that I feel I should
be able to make a call from
campus and hear the conversation
clearer than the heavy breathing
coming from the apartment next
door through my bedroom wall.
I only assume this fact because
just outside my window are three
tall blinking towers that we can
pretend are airplanes in the night
sky or stationary stars set to
strobe. I don’t know their exact
purpose (I sure hope they have
one), but I wish to assume that
they send some form of signal
from something to something
else. This begs the question: Is
it difficult to convert a 200-foot
metal pole into a cell phone
tower?
The process can’t be terribly
complex and should promptly
remedy the whole “I could get

better reception on Mt. Everest”
dilemma.
I wish I were kidding about
this; Mt. Everest recently installed
3G towers, which makes not
only phone conversations easy
while climbing to the summit but
also tweeting about it on your
BlackBerry as well.
To paraphrase the last
paragraph: Mt. Everest may have
better cell phone service than
GVSU.
It’s just unfortunate that Area
51 in downstairs Kirkhof and the
lower rooms in AuSable seem to
have lined their walls with lead to
prevent students from achieving
any kind of communication with
the outside world.
Regardless of service
from AT&T, Verizon, Sprint,
MagicJack.etc. it can be difficult
to find a reliable signal around
campus. This is a problem as
the winter months begin and the
likelihood of a traffic collision
skyrockets. Communication
across long distances is more
crucial than ever during this time
of year.
I may not be climbing Everest,
but I do need a ride — it’s cold
outside.

cslattery @ lanthorn .com

EDITORIAL CARTOON

GVL OPINION POLICY The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
The Grand Valley I>anthom welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columas and phone
responses.
letters must include the author’s name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person.
I setters will be checked by an empbyee of
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits each

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columas for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley I .anthom will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-nwil typogn^rtifc •trrrs
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, ift Board of TYurtNa, officers,
faculty and staff.
'
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Women's soccer one win away from
GV SPORTS

National Championship game

1
Swimmer takes GLIAC
honors____________
Grand Valley State University
senior Jordan Schrotenboer
earned honors as the GLIAC Men's
Swimmer of the Week Tuesday
for his performance at Ball State
University's Doug Coers Invitational.
Schrotenboer touched first in
the 100-yard backstroke (52.80) and
the 200-yard backstroke (1:52.64)
and finished third in the 200yard individual medley (1:5836).
The Holland, Mich., native also
contributed to the team's victories
in the in 400-yard freestyle relay
(3:10.93) and the 800-yard freestyle
relay (7:01.95).
In addition, Schrotenboer
was part of GVSU's second-place
finishes in the 200-yard medley
relay (1:36.54) and the 400-yard
medley relay (3:31.36).
The Lakers won the invitational's
team title with 817 points.
GVL Archive / Andrew Mills

2

Gimme the ball: Junior defender Megan Brown (right) battles against a University of Wisconsin-Parkside player. The Lakers downed Wisconsin-Parkside 3-0 to advance to the Final Four.

Cross country heads to
Nationals
The men's and women's
cross country teams will head to
Louisville, Ky., this weekend to
compete in the NCAA National
Championships.
GVSU is looking to improve
upon last season's strong finishes at
Nationals. The men's team took fifth
last year, and the women's team
finished second.
Both squads are coming off of
decisive victories at the Midwest
Regional Championships, also in
Louisville. The No. 3 men's team
captured its ninth consecutive
regional title by a 60-point margin.
The No. 2 ranked women earned
their 10th-straight regional
championship, winning by 53
points.
Junior Tyler Emmorey, the
Midwest Region Men's Athlete of
the Year, will help pace the men's
team. Emmorey captured the
individual regional title for the
second year in a row by finishing
the 10k course with a time of 30
minutes and 58.72 seconds.
Senior Katherine McCarthy
finished second at regionals and
will lead the charge for the women's
team.

Lakers set to take on Florida Tech in NCAA semifinals
By Greg Monahan
GVL Senior Reporter

A Cinderella story pops up every
year in sports, especially in NCAA
toumamenLs. No-name schools often
get hot at the right time and play
beyond their expectations and deep
into the bracket.
It’s no different this year at the
NCAA women’s soccer semifinals, and
the Grand Valley State University team
is hoping to take down the glass slipper
and end any hopes of a “happily ever
after” ending for the Florida Institute of
Technology at Bellarmine University
in Louisville, Ky.
The Panthers entered the NCAA
tournament unranked and have taken
the role of underdogs since the first
round, but the team has rattled off four
straight upset victories - three of which
came on penalty kicks - and comes into

the match sporting a 10-6-5 record.
GVSU, on the other hand, is 20-1 -2
and has not lost since mid-September.
The team’s three games in the NCAA
tournament have left the Lakers
outscoring their opponents 11 -0.
GVSU head coach Dave Dilanni
said the Lakers will need to be in prime
form to defeat the Panthers, despite
their overall record.
“(The Panthers) are peaking at the
right time,” he said. “They have an
All-American forward that’s scored 16
goals this year, and they have an AllAmerican goalkeeper that’s keeping
them in games and making timely
saves, especially in penalty kicks.”
He went on to say both teams had
equal chances for a win.
“So everyone assumes that since
their record is not what the other teams
have that they’re the underdog,” Dilanni
added. “But at this point whoever is
playing the best soccer is going to be

the one who’ll get through.”
Florida Tech has only had a
women’s soccer team for eight years,
the same amount of time Dilanni has
been at the helm of the Lakers.
The Panthers almost didn’t make
it past the first round of the NCAA
tournament, trailing with just more
than six minutes to go against Florida
Southern University, but the Panthers
tied the score and won the game
through penalty kicks. The team has
since scraped together two more
wins via penalty kicks and a win over
regional host Rollins College.
“They are the Cinderella team
this year, and we might look at them
as inexperienced, but we can’t look
at them as if they’re not a good
team,” said GVSU sophomore Kayla
Addison. “We’re going to go in saying
that (Florida Tech) has no idea what
they’ve gotten into. This is the Final
Four, and they haven’t been here ever

We have, and we know what we need
to do.”
GVSU will be on the road for the first
time since Oct. 24 and away from its
home field that was so kind throughout
the season. The Lakers have struggled
at fields smaller than their home field,
but the slightly smaller turf field in
Louisville should not hassle GVSU,
said senior midfielder Kristen Eible.
“Their field is not that much smaller,
so as long as we use the width that we
get and the rest of the field, that will be
to our advantage,” she said. “Playing
on turf shouldn’t be a big deal for us
either because we’ve been practicing
on turf back at home. So it’s almost
ideal, and we’re excited for it.”
The Lakers and Panthers kick off the
Division II Final Four at 11 a.m. today.
The winner of the game advances to
play for the National Championship at
noon Saturday.

gmonahan @ lanthorn .com

Volleyball faces familiar
foes in Elite Eight
Team to take on Tampa in NCAA tournament quarterfinal round
By Curtis Kalleward
GVL Senior Reporter

GAMES
■ Today
TBA: M. Ice Hockey at Ferris State
11 a.m.: W. Soccer vs. Florida Tech in
Louisville, Ky. (NCAA Semifinals)
5 p.m . W. Volleyball vs. Tampa in
Louisville, Ky. (NCAA Quarterfinals)
6 p.m.: M./W. Swimming and Diving
at Calvin Invitational
6 p.m.: M. Basketball vs. Ohio
Dominican
8 p.m.: W. Basketball vs. Ohio
Dominican

■ Friday
10 a.m.: M7W. Swimming and Diving
at Calvin Invitational
5:30 pan.: W. Volleyball vs. Central
Missouri/Wingate in Louisville, Ky.
(NCAA Semifinals)

■ Saturday
10 a.m.: M7W. Swimming and Diving
at Cqlvin Invitational
11 a.m.: M7W. Cross Country at
NCAA Championships in Louisville,
Ky.
1 p.m M. Basketball vs.Tiffin
3 p.m W. Basketball vs. Tiffin
4 p.m.: W. Volleyball NCAA Finals at
Louisville, Ky.
8 p.m W. Ice Hockey vs. Wisconsin at
Walker Ice Arena

■ Sunday
1 p.m. W. Ice Hockey vs. Wisconsin at
Walker Ice Arena
4 p.m. M. Ice Hockey vs. Ferris State

Tonight might turn
out to be a cold one in
Allendale, but in Louisville,
Ky., things are just starting
to heat up as Grand Valley
State University takes on
the University of Tampa
in NCAA Division II
quarterfinal
volleyball
action. The Lakers face
Tampa for the second time
after dropping a match 3-0
to the host school in early
September at the Tampa
Classic.
“We knew that the teams
that were going to be down
there (at the Tampa Classic)
could be postseason teams,”
said GVSU head coach
Deanne Scanlon. “It’s pretty
ironic that four of the teams
that were down there are
now in the Elite Eight.”
Joining them in the
Elite Eight after appearing
in the Tampa Classic are
Concordia University-St.
Paul and the University
of Central Missouri. In
Tampa, the leakers defeated
Concordia 3-0, a victory that
saw Concordia’s NCAA
record 75-game winning
streak come to a screeching
halt. GVSU lost 3-0 to
Central Missouri the next
day, and if both teams win
tonight, the pair will face off

Friday in a rematch.
Scanlon
said
the
familiarity
of
their
opponents makes pre-game
preparations easier.
“Our second round
matchup could be Central
Missouri, so a lot of the
mystique of what they will
do is taken out,” she said.
“At this time of the year,
there’s not going to be a
lot of changing of what we
do. We’re going to focus on
being really good at what
we’ve been doing.”
Leading the charge
for the Lakers is middle
blocker Rebeccah Rapin,
a senior who has been
more decorated this season
than the Rockefeller Plaza
Christmas
tree.
After
receiving her recent honor
as Midwest Region Player
of the Year, GVSU’s alltime leader in total blocks
and block assists was named
a First-Team All-American.
“She’s our go-to person
Scanlon said. “Every team
that’s successful in the
postseason has that one
person in their lineup that’s
solid. She’s embraced that
role and has definitely earned
every award she’s received.
I’m sure there are many
more to come. She knows
that she has to perform in
order to be successful.”
While Rapin might be
surprised at the influx of

new awards, her teammates
are not.
“Rebeccah’s
a
role
model on and oft the court,”
said senior Leslie Curtis.
“She’s always doing what
she can to win us games,
and she’s the leader of the
team. She keeps us positive
and hopeful when we’re
down. She’s amazing.”
But rather than focus on
her individual achievements,
Rapin instead pushed the
gravity of the situation in
which her team has found
itself.
“It hasn’t sunk in yet
that we’re going back to
the Elite Eight,” she said.
“It’s an incredible feeling to
know that all the hard work
we’ve put in throughout the
season is paying off.”
The Lakers are not
favored to win the title, and
although each team in the
tournament was assigned an
initial ranking, Scanlon said
none of that matters at this
point in the season.
“Anything can happen
at the Elite Eight.” she said.
“Most matches will be pretty
nervy and ugly volleyball,
which is how we’ve won
a lot of times this year. We
could very easily be the
team holding that trophy at
the end.”

ckallewanl@ lanthorn .com

GVL Archive / Andrew Mills
Next step: Senior Rebeccah Rapin goes up for a spike against Michigan Tech.
Rapin will lead the Lakers into a quarterfinal game against Tampa.

Monday
7 p.m M. Basketball vs. Olivet
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BASKTEBALL

Double trouble for Laker foes
Taylor twins help women's basketball team to undefeated start to 2010 season
By Jon Adamy
GVL Staff Writer

Ever since identical twins
Briauna and Brittany Taylor
began playing basketball to
gether. they have left fans,
coaches and opponents with
double vision.
The pair of Grand Valley
State University sophomores
has garnered plenty of atten
tion for their mirror-image
looks and also for their domi
nance on the basketball court.
This season, the Taylors
each have been a key piece to
the No. 14 women’s basketball
team’s 4-0 start, thanks in part
to their knowledge of each oth
er’s playing styles on the court.
Both sisters said they pick
up on many subtleties of the
other’s games that teammates
may not be able to sense.
“Because we’ve played
with each other for so long we
know exactly where each other
are going to be,” Brittany said.
The twins not only look
strikingly similar, but they also
share similar interests off the
court. Briauna and Brittany
both major in pre-nursing, and
academics, more so than ath
letics, drove the duo’s decision
to attend GVSU.
“We wanted to go to the
same school, so for us it was
all academics,” Briauna said.

GVL / Nicole Lamson
Sister act: Sophomores Briauna (left) and Brittany (right) Taylor participate in past action. The duo has averaged 24 points and 8.6 rebounds so far this season.

“Wherever we could get the
best academic package, that’s
where we went.”
The pair is more than used
to being compared, especially
when it comes to basketball.
“We’ve been playing to
gether forever. We were in the
backyard shooting* following
my dad around since we were
youngins,” Brittany said. “Be

ing twins, people are always
going to be like, “Oh. let’s
compare them,’ but we’re like,
‘You know what? Let’s just
play.’”
Their drive to play is what
head coach Janel Burgess rec
ognized most about the twins’
roles on the team. Thus far this
season, Briauna has averaged
16 points and 5.3 rebounds as a

starter while Brittany has con
tributed eight points and 4.3
rebounds from the bench.
“I think one of their great
est contributions is maybe just
their spirit to compete and to
just bring a carefree moment
to the court every once in a
while,” Burgess said. “They
have a great spirit inside of
them. They’re very driven, and

they like to have some fun,
which 1 think is very important
for a team to have.”
Burgess admitted the twins
still confuse her sometimes.
“I still to this day have a
very difficult time on the fly
figuring out who they are, be
cause they are identical twins,”
she added. “There are some
characteristics where we can

tell them apart. 1 can tell you
as the head coach sometimes
it’s just moving too fast, and
I don’t take the time to look
at those characteristics that 1
know are different.”
Briauna was recently rec
ognized as the GL1AC North
Division Player of the Week,
an award that made both sis
ters proud.
“I was a little surprised,”
Briauna said. “I’ve never got
ten it before, and it was sweet
to be awarded on the GLIAC
level and to see that they’re ac
tually paying attention.”
Brittany had nothing but
support for her sister’s recog
nition.
“I’m happy for her,” Brit
tany said. “It’s kind of like you
expect it. Like I expect her to
get that because I know what
she’s capable of and I know
she's capable of getting it ev
ery week.”
After jumping out to an
undefeated start, Briauna and
Brittany said the team has lofty
goals for the rest of the season.
“Everyone’s really excited
about it. We know what we’re
capable of, and we’re still not
playing to the level that we
could play at,” Brittany said.
“There are no excuses this year.
We know we can get it done if
we do what we need to do.”

sports @ lanthorn jcom

Bench key to men's early success
Reserves add
much-needed
depth to team
By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Staff Writer

At times, basketball is full
of glamour and publicity. When
things are going well, the start
ing five and coaches receive
most of that credit. When the

going is rough, the starting five
and coaches receive most of the
blame as well.
Sometimes lost in the mix is
the role of the bench players, an
integral part of any successful
basketball team. However, such
is not the case for the No. 16
Grand Valley State University
men’s basketball team, whose
depth has been vital to its early
season success.
•
“If you‘ve followed our
program recently, our bench

Experienced Attorney
3 IVIiles from Campus
www.davidknoesterplc.com

(616) 895-7300

has been strong for six straight
years,” said GVSU head coach
Ric Wesley, who uses a 10-man
rotation on most nights. “We
have pride in the fact that we
have depth, and we have a lot
of guys who work hard every
day to prepare to play. Over
the years we‘ve worked hard to
develop that and give guys op
portunities to contribute.”
Wesley’s teams at GVSU
have esteemed themselves on
depth and suffocating defense.
This year’s squad has pro
vided one of the GLIAC’s top
starting units, and the reserves
have been among the best in the
league as well.
Led by strong guard play
and size down low, the reserves
have provided a spark for the
Lakers ail season. Whether it’s
the three-point shooting of ju
nior Wes Trammell and senior
K’Len Morris, the all-around
play of sophomore Tony Peters

or the inside presence of sopho
more Nick Carreri and junior
Nick Waddell, the reserves
have picked up right where the
starters left off in each game
this season.
“Our main goal is to be a
factor in every game and to
help the team win,” said Tram
mell, the primary backup to
sophomore starting point guard
Breland Hogan. “We want to
come in and play hard every
minute to wear out teams that
don’t have a strong bench.”
Putting up almost 37 bench
points per contest is one reason
why GVSU currently leads the
GLIAC in scoring at 86 points
per game. The ability to give
the starters a breather while still
putting forth a competitive ef
fort is something on which the
bench prides itself.
“When you have a good
bench, you can be more ag
gressive with your game plan
because you can rest your play
ers more,” Morris said. “We're
lucky compared to most teams
because we can send waves of
different line-ups that can com
pete with anyone.”

GVL / Nicole Lamson
Post presence: Junior Nick Waddell backs down a player in a past game.
Along with sophomore Nick Carreri, Waddell adds size to the Laker bench.

Another wrinkle the team
has yet to fully master is the
integration of players into
that crowded rotation. Morris
missed the first two games of
the season and recently made
his season-debut in the team’s
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win over St. Joseph’s College
of Indiana.
As the season progresses
the Lakers will welcome back
two more senior contributors
from last season's team in cen
ter Mike Pr/ydzial and forward
Toreau Brown. Przydzial, who
has been recovering from a
knee injury, and Brown, ruled
academically ineligible for the
fall semester, were starters last
season and will strengthen the
team’s depth upon their return.
“By playing a lot of play
ers, our team is used to different
combinations,” Wesley said. “A
line-up change is not that big of
a deal because we use different
combinations of players every
day in practice.”
/With the conference sea
son beginning today against
Ohio Dominican University,
the team hopes to continue its
balanced attack as the season
moves along.
“We feel like we can change
the momentum of a game be
cause we can compete with any
team’s starters,” Morris said.
“We believe our bench is more
talented then the next team's,
and we just have to be mentally
ready to step on the floor and
produce whenever our name is
called”
hfredericksen @ lanthorn jcom
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Don't overlook successes, growth of football team
Despite mistakes, disappointing loss toAugustana College, GVSU football remains among best programs in nation

* A
GVL Sports Editor

Let’s set the record straight.
Grand Valley State University’s
loss to Augustana College in
the second round of the playoffs
was disappointing. The season,
however, was not.
Mistakes were made by
everyone involved Saturday
afternoon. The players know, the
coaches know and the fans know.
Fingers could be pointed, and
blame could be placed, but doing
so would ruin the opportunity to
reflect on the season’s successes.
Despite undergoing a tran
sitional year with a new head
coach and new players at several
positions, the fact remains GVSU
is still a Division II powerhouse
by which others are measured.
Just ask Augustana.
Saturday’s victory over the
Lakers was, without a doubt, the
biggest highlight in the team’s
history. The win signified the
emergence of a once-struggling
program, and the local newspa
per is still drinking the Kool-Aid
days later - all because GVSU is
perceived as one of the nation’s
best.
The Lakers failed to capture
the National Championship, and,
as head coach Matt Mitchell
said during the season, losing
isn’t tolerated at GVSU. But the
Lakers earned a sixth consecu

tive GLIAC title and made the
playoffs for the lOth-straight
season, feats no other school in
the country can claim.
Make no mistake — those
accolades came with a fair share
of growing pains. The offense
sputtered at times with a new
quarterback, and the defense
struggled early on with fresh
faces and the loss of All-Ameri
can defensive end Danny Richard
to a knee injury before the season
even started.
But the Lakers persevered.
Defensive underclassmen, like
red-shirt freshmen comerbacks
Reggie Williams and Michael
Hatcher, grew into their new
roles throughout the season and
will play huge roles moving for
ward. After a shaky start in which
GVSU allowed 103 points in its
first three games, the defense
tightened the screws. Highlighted
by a shutout of Ferris State
University on Oct. 23, the Lakers
allowed just 143 points during
the final 10 games of the season.
The offense found new weap
ons in junior wide receiver Jovonne Augustus and sophomore
running back Norman Shuford.
Returning senior running back
Justin Sherrod had a big season,
and junior wide receiver Greg
Gay proved to be a threat in all
areas of the field. In just one sea
son as a member of the Lakers,
senior quarterback Kyle McMa
hon established himself as one of
the nation’s best by passing for
24 touchdowns and running for
13 more.
Previous successes made
Saturday’s results all the more

NOTABLE
SENIORS
QB Kyle McMahon
2,616 yards, 24 touchdowns, 583
yards rushing, 13 rushing touch
downs

RB Justin Sherrod
1,052 yards, 10 touchdowns

WR Ryan Bass
26 catches, two touchdowns

OL Cameron Bradfield
GLIAC Offensive Lineman of the
Year

GVL / Cody Eding
Football finishers: Senior running back Justin Sherrod falls to his knees after his last
game as a Laker. GVSU lost in the second round of playoffs.

DL Steve Gawronski
painful. The Lakers stumbled in
every area and looked nothing
like the team that dominated so
many games throughout the sec
ond half of the season. It was no
more evident than on the faces of
McMahon and senior linebacker
Justin Victor as they recounted
their experiences playing football
at GVSU during the post-game
press conference.
“It’s been a privilege to play
with some of the guys,” Victor
said. “It’s hard right now to think
about it, but I’ve had a fantastic
experience here at Grand Valley.”
This season was labeled a new
era for GVSU football. A disap
pointing loss in year one aside,
the pieces are in place for an 11th
consecutive playoff appearance

Coach's close-up:
GVL Staff Writer

His teams have been among
the most successful in the coun
try, and he is regarded as one of
the nation’s best coaches in Di
vision II. But for Grand Valley
State University women’s soc
cer head coach Dave Dilanni, it
is not the glamour or the glory
that makes the job worthwhile.
It’s the people.
“If you ask any coach at
Grand Valley, it’s the people,”
he said. “Not just the coaches
or the players. It’s the admin
istration. It’s the financial aid
individuals. It’s the admissions
people. It’s the people at Grand
Valley that make Grand Valley
and make it a pleasure to be
at.”
The respect Dilanni has for
GVSU has not gone unnoticed
by the administration. Dilanni
said as his list of successes grew
longer, the administration’s sup
port of the soccer program be
gan to increase in the form of
scholarships, budgets and facili
ties, creating the ideal environ
ment for success.
“Now we have no excuse
not to be successful,” he said.
Dilanni’s love of the people
is not limited to the administra
tive professionals who help sup
port the soccer program. Despite
being one of only two males
among 28 women soccer play
ers and the team’s management,
Dilanni said it is not difficult for
him to make an emotional con
nection with his team.
“That’s my personality,” he
said. “I have two of my own
daughters, but I feel like I have

28 more daughters that 1 want
to see successful and that 1 care
about.”
Senior midfielder Kristen
Eible said Dilanni’s sense of
humor - which includes teasing
the girls for watching the televi
sion series “24” - helps provide
a cohesive team environment.
“He knows when to be seri
ous and he knows when to have
fun,” Eible said. “He creates an
atmosphere that the team just
loves to be in.”
But Dilanni said he aims for
more than just a friendly rela
tionship with his girls. Instead,
he wants to be a guiding light to
helpthem through their college
years. He does what he can to
support his players - anything
from getting them academic as
sistance to writing letters of rec
ommendation after graduation.
“In recruiting, we talk a lot
about how the parents are en
trusting us with their daugh
ters,” Dilanni said. “We’re with
them nine months out of the
year - more than their families.
We’ve got to be entrusted to
want the best for them and to
help them make decisions ... 1
want to be there for my players,
to be someone they can come to
in good times and in bad.”

next season and another chapter
in what is quickly becoming a
dynasty.
“I don’t question our coaching
staff’s intelligence, work ethic,
intent - I don’t ever question with
our kids,” Mitchell said. “So I
can go to bed every night feeling
pretty good about the people we
have in this program.
“We did not perform as well
as we needed to on that given
day,” he added. “You can go back
and look at some other things too,
and you'll find some highlights
that we did some really good
things.”

sports® lanthorn .coni

35 tackles, two sacks

DL Nick Lawrence
51 tackles, seven sacks

LB Justin Victor
Team-high 120 tackles, 11 tackles
for loss

FS Matt Bakker
60 tackles, four interceptions

CB Rob Carlisle
Six pass break ups, four intercep
tions

K Luke Briggs
Handled 84 kickoffs

Dave Dilanni

For women's soccer coach, it's about people
By Kevin VanAntwerpen

LS Kurt Schnittger
Three-year starter

M-

GVL Archive / Taylor Raymond
Caring coach: Women's head soccer coach Dave Dilanni works with the players on areas that need improvement before a scrimmage during practice.

Dilanni’s relationship with
his team, however, does not re
quire sacrificing coaching tech
nique. Since 2006, the team has
not finished a season with more
than one loss.
“He pushes us beyond our
capabilities and sets high ex
pectations for all of us,” said
junior midfielder Erin Mm/.
“And he teaches the fundamen
tal and tactical aspects of soccer
so much better than any other
coach. I think that’s why for the
past four years we haven't been
an up and down team. We’ve
been consistently strong and
competitive.”
While his team may con
sider him to be a primary factor

in its success. Dilanni is quick
to shift the spotlight away from
himself.
“1 may be the figurehead,” he
said. “But I have a fantastic staff
- Erica Demers, Scott Modisher
and Shannon Neely - who have
been important and instrumen
tal to our success. And our stu
dent athletes have been second
to none.”
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"I want to be there for my players.
To be someone they can come to
in good times and in bad".
- Dave Dilanni
GVSU head coach
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^jVL Archive / Anna Schwallier
Soccer sergeant: Head soccer
coach Dave Dilanni directs practice.
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Professor lives
back-country
adventures
By Josh Brunsting
GVL Staff Writer

Famous British novelist
Pico Iyer once wrote, “Travel
is not about collecting pass
port stamps, but keeping your
eyes open.” If such is the
case, then Grand Valley State
University assistant profes
sor of writing Sean Prentiss’s
eyes are wide open.
The
always-in-motion
Prentiss has not only visited
48 states in the U.S., but has
also lived or worked in 15 of
them.
“Over my life I’ve spent
months sleeping in my car,
at least 1,000 nights in a tent,
and have had the chance to
build a cabin in the moun
tains of Colorado that when I
write, 1 call home,” he said. “I
built it with my hands and the
hands of my best friend, who
helped. It’s off the grid.”
An avid hiker and pub
lished writer, Prentiss has
written creative nonfiction,
poetry and short stories. To
him, his success is as person
al as the time he spends in the
wilderness.
“Any success I have had
can be credited to my father
teaching me to work hard and
then much harder still,” he
said. “My mom also taught
me to only follow my pas
sion, to always do exactly
what you love. I am exactly
my parents’ son. They cre
ated the person 1 have be
come. I think about the debt
1 owe them, about making
them proud of whom 1 have
become.”
In a cursory way Prentiss
currently aids Grand Valley
State University’s new Po
etry Project spearheaded by
professors Henry Matthews,
Patricia Clark and Andy
Beachnau.
“1 merely assist with this,
but their idea is to bring poet
ry to campus in the same way
that GVSU has so success
fully brought art to campus,”
Prentiss said. “The long-term
idea is to have poems from
students, from faculty, from
published poets scattered
across campus. We might
frame a poem. We might
paint a poetry line across a
wall.”
Since coming to GVSU as
a visiting professor in the fall
of 2008, Prentiss has made an
impact not only on the stu
dents he has taught, but the
teachers he calls his contem
poraries.
“Sean Prentiss teaches
like the natural athlete he is
— with discipline, commit
ment to excellence and at
tentive to all the small moves
of success,” said Austin
Bunn, an assistant professor

"Sean Prentiss
teaches like the
natural athlete he
is- with discipline,
commitment to
excellence and
attentive to all
the small moves
of success"
- Austin Bunn
GVSU assistant
professor

GVL Archive / Andrew Mills
Carol on: Judi Jaekel, Karly Dierkes, Danielle Perkins, Colleen MacCallan and Brandon Harneck (right to left) listen to Julianne Vanden Wyngaard, the
university carillonneur, performing inside of the Cook Carillon Tower on the Allendale Campus. There will be a concert from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. Friday.

Clock to ring in holiday spirit
By Rebekah Young
GVL Intern

PRENTISS
at GVSU. “Every time you
speak to him, he’s just come
back from one adventure and
soon to be off on another. The
writing department is lucky
to have him.”
While colleagues praise
his efforts at the university,
it has been the students who
have come into his life that
Prentiss sees as the most re
warding piece to his profes
sion.
“1 am amazed at how lucky
I am to work with such tal
ented and driven and passion
ate students,” Prentiss said.
“It is a joy to come to class
each day to see those great
students spread throughout
the room, the students who
are never satisfied with me
diocrity or goodness or even
very-goodness. My favorite
students want only one thing
- greatness - and I get to help
them on that journey toward
greatness as writers, as think
ers, as humans.”
With writing, Prentiss has
been able to do what many
only dream - mix two obses
sions into a single profession.
He lives for and writes about
the outdoors as if Mother Na
ture and its seasons are his
ephemeral mistress.
“With teaching. I’m also
a professional ski tester,” he
said. “Backcountry Magazine
brings me - and about 30 oth
er skiers - to Utah to test skis
and then to write about those
skis. I couldn’t ask for a bet
ter way to spend my days.”

jhrunsting@ lanthorn jcom

Courtejy Photo / S««r> Prentiss
Climb time: Assistant professor Sean Prentiss braves the snowy slopes.

With Christmas break on the horizon,
students can start celebrating the season
by visiting a holiday carillon concert Fri
day as pianist Julianne Vanden Wyngaard.
the Grand Valley State University carillon
neur aad associate professor of music, per
forms holiday songs at the Cook Carillon
tower from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
“It’s more than just the music that pro
vides the atmosphere,” said Lee Copenhaver, an associate professor of music who
has composed for and played the carillon.
“It’s a link with a rich tradition from the
low countries of Europe like the Nether
lands and Belgium,especially because that
is where these towers are so prevalent.”
Vanden Wyngaard, who chaired the
GVSU music department from 1984 to
1986, has served as the primary carillon
performer and teacher on the Allendale
Campus since the Cook Carillon’s dedica
tion in 1994.
She studied piano at the Eastman
School of Music, the University of Wis
consin and Michigan State University. She
is also a member of the Guild of Carillonneurs of North America.
When hour strikes on the clock tower,
the Alma Mater song is programmed into
the computer to automatically play. But
when students hear a different tune, Van
den Wyngaard is inside playing.
“The part that we hear every 15 min
utes is not meant to be musical. It’s func
tional,” Copenhaver explained. “But when

gaard will perform the Annual Christmas
Eve Concert on the Beckering Family Car
illon at the downtown Pew Grand Rapids
Campus.
“They’re beautiful additions,” Copen
haver said of the two carillon towers. “You
need to hear them live. The neat thing
about the performances is that there is a
television monitor, so you can watch the
person playing. It’s really fascinating.”
The second holiday concert will be
held on Christmas Eve from 9:30 p.m. to
10:15 p.m. at the Lacks International Pla
za by the Richard M. DeVos Center. Free
parking will be available in the DeVos and
Winter lots.
arts @ lanthorn £om

"It's more than just the
music that provides the
atmosphere. It's a link with
a rich tradition from the
low countries of Europe
like the Netherlands
and Belgium, especially
because that is where
these towers are so
prevalent"
-Julianne Vanden
Wyngaard
GVSU associate professor

someone is in the tower, actually playing
the keyboard, it’s a real musical instru
ment.”
Copenhaver likened the carillon to an
oversized organ with foot pedals and a
large keyboard the carillonneur essentially
plays with his or her fists. The Cook Caril
lon has 48 bells and 61 steps.
At the concert, the carillon tower will
be open for tours. This will give students
behind-the-scenes access to directly ob
serve Vanden Wyngaard’s performance
and see how the instrument works.
Free refreshments, including cookies,
cider and hot cocoa, will be served at the
event. Students will also be able to register
for special door prizes. The event is free
and open to the public.
l^ater this holiday season, the musical
celebration will continue. Vanden Wyn

IF YOU GO,
ou should know....
K

Holiday Music
Concert

Performance by Julianne Vanden
Wyn'gaard

Cook Carillon Clocktower
Friday, December 3,2010
1 p.m.-3 p.m.

Handel's'Messiah'closes one
celebration, opens another
GV performance of‘Messiah’ marks end of Fall Arts Celebration begun in September
By Patrick Nothaft
GVL Staff Writer

The Performing Arts Center was the
site of a logistical nightmare on the eve
ning of Sept. 13 when the Grand Valley
State University Music Department began
its Fall Arts Celebration 2010.
Waves of people flooded the Louis
Armstrong Theater to see a performance
of John Philip Souza’s “El Capitan,” but
when the theater reached capacity, ticket
holders spilled over into two adjacent
rooms and watched the operetta on TV
screens.
A larger venue for the final chapter of
the Fall Arts Celebration 2010 should en
sure all audience members a firsthand ex
perience of the season’s last performance.
GVSU music students, alumni and
faculty will perform George Frideric
Handel’s “Messiah” at 8 p.m. Monday at
the Fountain Street Church located at 24
Fountain Street NE in Grand Rapids.
The event, which is free and open to
the public, celebrates GVSU’s 50th anni
versary by bringing the concert to a com
munity that helped foster the school’s de
velopment.
“‘Messiah’ is a gift to the community,”
said Henry Duitman, a GVSU music pro
fessor who will conduct the 80-minute per
formance. “It harkens back to the strength
of the community that helped Grand Val
ley State get started 50 years ago.”
Composed in 1741, Handel’s “Mes
siah” is an oratorio, or musical piece
consisting of an orchestra, choir and so
loists. It presents an interpretation of the

Courtesy Photo / gvsu.edu
Hallelujah handel: Henry Duitman will conduct
the Monday concert at Fountain Street Church.

Christian view of Jesus as the Messiah,
or “anointed one.” The libretto, or text of
the composition, comes directly from the
King James Bible.
Although the entire oratorio consists
of three parts, the 70-member chorus and
orchestra will only perform the first part,
which describes the prophesy of the Mes
siah and the birth of Jesus - a fitting ar
rangement for the holiday season.
The performance will conclude with
the composition’s most-famous move
ment, “The Hallelujah Chorus,” which
has permeated popular culture through it
use in film and advertisements.
GVSU adjunct voice professor Sandra

Maytan said the familiarity of the music
from “Messiah” will help draw a large au
dience to the free show.
“This is a very well-known piece, and
many in the older generation know it in
side and out,” said Maytan, who will use
her mezzo-soprano voice in one of the
composition’s solos. “The more you know
a piece, the more you enjoy it because you
can anticipate what’s coming.”
If the final performance of GVSU’s
Fall Arts Celebration 2010 attracts a
large crowd to downtown Grand Rapids
on Monday night, the Fountain Street
Church’s 1.500 seats and two balconies
should allow everyone a good view. The
sanctuary’s vaulted ceilings and spacious
design provide a rich acoustic atmosphere
that has drawn live performances from
artists such as Ella Fitzgerald, the Grateful
Dead and U2.
“The church is far larger than anything
we have in Allendale, and the acoustics
are 100 times better than anything on cam
pus,” Duitman said.
GVSU sophomore Ross CJordon, who
will sing in the 70-person chorus, said the
venue will showcase the school’s growing
music program unlike any performance
this year.
“This is a big thing for Grand Valley’s
Music Department and Grand Valley as
an arts school,” he said. “We’re starting to
do things away from campus for people to
see and think, ‘Wow, that’s a growing pro
gram, and they sound really good.’”

arts@ lanthorn rom
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Announcements
Congratulations graduates!
Carrabba’s will be opening
early for your convenience on
December 11th. Reserva
tions will be accepted between12:00 and 4:00 pm.
Grandville: 261-3020
Save money and energy by
using less hot water in the
shower and sink. For more
information
visit
www.gvsu.edu/facilitiesservices/
Statement Arts announces ‘A
Single Drop of Water’ pho
tography competition. Sub
mit your photo today! Win
ning entries will be exhibited
in New York City! Visit
www.statementarts.org
<http://www.statementarts.or
g>

The Pre-Vet Club is offering
pet sitting services to the
surrounding areas. Contact
gvsuprevetclub@gmail .com
for details. $10/day or $7/day
for multiple days per week.
University Bookstore. Shop
online anytime with the University
Bookstore.
www.ubs.qvsu.edu
________Wanted________
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+
Okay.
Call
1-800-965-6520. ext. 226.
Receptionist position avail
able at The Lanthorn. Possi
bility for advancement to
Business Manager/Assistant
Business Manager positions.
Pick up an application in The
Lanthorn office, 0051 Kirkhof
Center. Knowledge of gen
eral office work and business
skills a plus.

University
Apartments.
Off-Campus Student Hous
ing for only $245 per person
per month. 4 bedroom, 1800
sq. ft. allows pets, washer
and dryer hookups, free wire
less Internet.
3 Houses and 1 Duplex to
choose from, available in
May or August. 3-4 bed
rooms. Only 4 years old. For
details, call Scott at
616-886-8535
Lofts 45 offers 1 & 2 bed
room lofts with 10 &12 month
lease terms. Formerly known
as Heritage Towne Square.
Come in and check us out
today!

Employment

Experienced Attorney 3 Miles
from Campus. 616.895.7300.
www.davidknoesterplc.com
616-895-7300

Amazing Jobs. Work during
Finals Week buying back
textbooks. Buyback agents
(commission
avg.
11.62/hour). Buy back cap
tains (8.12/hour), gvsu.dormbooks.com

New digs at Loft 45. 1&2
bedroom lofts. 10-12 month
lease terms. Find yourself
here! www.heritagetownesquare.com.
616-895-2500

Lakeshore Pregnancy Center
of Allendale. Offering free
pregnancy testing, peer
counseling, pre-natal & par
enting classes, abortion in
formation and community re
ferrals.

Customer sales/service. Holi
day Help! Students/Others:
$16.25 base - appt. Flexible
Schedules. All ages, 17+,
Conditions apply. Call Mon
day: 616-241-6303

Hightree Townhomes. Only
1/4 mile from main GV en
trance, 3 &4 bedroom townhomes, 2 full baths, central
air, on-site managers. Free
Summers!

One roommate needed for
January-April 2011 in Copper
Beech. $420/month. Call
(269) 744-1788 for more in
formation.
________ Services________

Weekly SUDOKU
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King Crossword

Housing

Grand Valley’s best kept
deal. University Townhomes
& Apartments guarantees the
lowest price per person. En
joy a quiet atmosphere with a
variety of home styles to
choose from less than 2
miles from campus. Call Tim
today 616-477-5511

Roommates
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Artist-Faculty Series reaches beyond performance
Musicians bond over
similar childhood
love of music

"I cannot think of my
life without music -1
really cannot.
Today, all my interests
and hobbies revolve
around music."

By Grace Sterenberg
GVL Staff Writer

Grand Valley State University
Oboe professor Marlen Vavrikova,
who is originally from Czech Re
public, and piano professor Giuseppe
Lupis, who is originally from Italy,
share not only a common European
background but a lifestyle dedicated
to music as well. The two will play
together at the Artist-Faculty Series
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. today along
with Gregory Crowell on the harpsi
chord.
Both Vavrikova and Lupis said
they have greatly enjoyed the op
portunity to get to know one another
through their rehearsals.
“We enjoy talking about European
music and food,” Vavrikova said. “I
always enjoy playing with colleagues
because we can leam from each other
and have a good time, and it’s a good
excuse to get to know them better
too.”
Lupis agreed and stressed the im
portance of getting to know the per
son you will accompany beyond a
strictly musical level.
“I feel that a lot of affinity that
is not only musical but goes beyond
that to a personal level makes for the
best performance,” he said.
Both Vavrikova and Lupis were
exposed to music at a young age and
owe at least some of their success to
family. Vavrikova began playing the
oboe at age 10 and said she appre
ciated the encouragement from her
mother all along the way. She said
similar to the hom and violin, oboe

- Guiseppe Lupis
GVSU professor

GVL / Eric Coulter
Avid artist: Marlen Vavrikova will play the
oboe with Lupis at the Artist-Faculty series.

Courtesy Photo / Giuseppe Lupis
Keyed up: Professor Giuseppe Lupis will play the piano at the Artist-Faculty Series.

is an instrument that is challenging
for beginning students, which can be
frustrating.
“The first couple of years when I
started (playing the oboe) were chal
lenging for both (my mother)' and
me,” she said. “It was her support,
encouragement, and love that kept
me going.”
Vavrikova’s mother, a pianist, was
able to motivate and inspire her in
more ways as well.
“My mother is also a musician,
so she was the one that nurtured my
relationship with music, and when I
was little we always played togeth
er,” Vavrikova said. “I have the best

memories of spending time with her,
just listening to her practice and hav
ing her read through pieces to play
with me.”
Lupis’ first experience with the
piano was at a cousin’s house. After
showing an interest in the insturment,
he began lessons at age 8. Since then,
his life has become focused on music
in every way.
“I cannot think of my life without
music — I really cannot,” he said.
"Today, all of my interests and hob
bies revolve around music.”
Lupis came to the U.S. from Italy
about 10 years ago for his sabbatical
at a college in Georgia. After it was

over, he got married and chose to
stay.
Though he said the accomplish
ment he has been most proud of
throughout his years would be his
family, he added that all of his pro
fessional accomplishments have also
been significant to him as they are all
part of the developing process.
“A real musician is built on many
steps,” he said. “It’s not just one
thing, like playing at Carnegie Hall,
that makes you a musician. It’s the
whole process.”
While almost all of Lupis’ time is
dedicated to music, he said if he had
to choose any other career he would
be a chef. He loves to cook as well as
compose music and organize events,
concerts and competitions.
Vavrikova’s little free time is spent
drawing and painting as art is a pas
sion of hers.
“With music, I have to do it now
when I have the strength,” she said.

“For art, I need to acquire a lot of
knowledge and stories that I can con
tribute to my artwork later during my
retirement when I have more time.”
For now, though, both Lupis and
Vavrikova agree that teaching is their
priority and love to share their love
for music with their students.
“I love to see how my students
grow, how they come here with the
enthusiasm,” Vavrikova said. “I see
them get into their studies, I see them
stumble at first and sometimes even
fall for the first time and I help them
get up and keep going. In the end
when they leave, they are indepen
dent and they call me to tell me about
their successes and that’s what’s re
ally wonderful to me.”
Lupis agreed and said teaching*
music is more than just a job for
him.
“It’s really just like an extended
family, like my students are my chil
dren almost,” he said. “So I try to give
them the best that I can possibly do.”
Tonight’s event will be held at
Sherman Van Solkema Recital Hall
in the Performing Arts Center and is
free and open to the public. For more
information about Vavrikova and Lu
pis’ professional accomplishments,
visit www.gvsu.edu/music.

arts@lanthorn .com

GVL / Nicole Lamson
Hypnotist humor: Hypnotist Tom DeLuca (front) has fun on stage by removing the inhibitions of several students through hypnosis. DeLuca performed before about 500 students Monday night in the Fieldhouse Arena.

Hypnotist Tom DeLuca delivers comedy from students'subconscious
By Elijah Brumback
GVL A&E Editor

“Deeper and deeper. Way down.
Deeper and deeper into a nice re
laxing sleep.”
The technique hypnotist Tom
DeLuca uses is reminiscent of what
people might expect a hypnotist
say, but there is no goofy swinging
pocket watch. Instead his show re
lies on the willingness of people to
“get their imaginations extremely
active,” DeLuca said.
Monday night marked DeLuca’s 28th appearance at Grand Val
ley State University. He used the
“power of suggestion” in front of
about 500 GVSU students gath
ered on the floor of the Fieldhouse
Arena to make the volunteers do
anything he aske.
Some said the hypnotisms were
all staged, and when DeLuca asked
how many people saw the show
last year, barely a handful of stu
dents raised their hands.
DeLuca then selected a group
of audience members at random
to join him on stage. Shortly af
ter, no one had any objections to
what they saw. The only audible
noise was the sound of DeLuca’s
voice and the rumble of laughter
mixed with astonishment from the
crowd.

With a few simple words he
turned strangers into best friends,
convinced them they could under
stand the feelings of fruit and had
them speaking in alien languages
- which they took very seriously
because the fate of the world was
apparently at stake. One partici
pant was sure he was the Geico
gecko and was certain he could
save everyone 15 percent or more
on car insurance, though probably
noton motorcycles. Even the clas
sic nightmare of being on stage in
only underwear was allowed to
run riot on the unsuspecting par
ticipants.
Inhibitions went out the win
dow, and no amount of shyness
appeared on the faces of partici
pants.
Before the show, Deluca said
he looked forward to getting some
creative people on stage.
“The people are always differ
ent who come up on stage,” he
said. “That’s what differentiates it
from a kind of fun, interesting lit
tle experience into a real, amazing,
kind of wow situation.”
He said coming back each year
is a struggle because he is hard
pressed to top the characters and
responses he got previously. He
said he does not care about win
ning over skeptics as long as they

"I do kind of
remember some
things, but it was like
I was sleeping. When
I woke up, I felt like I
had just taken a nap".
-Laura Coon
GVSU freshman
attend the show.
“As long as come, that’s all I
care about,” he said. "Because
they’re going to walk out of here
thinking like, ‘Holy (explicative)
that’s real.’”
DeLuca said a few people will
step off the stage and will tell their
friends they do not remember what
happened. They will still think the
hypnotism is fake.
Some people are creative and
some people are not, Deluca said,
and the show typically depends on
those factors.
“It’s a process that constantly
evolves when you’re up there,” he
said. “I’m watching these people
and talking to them and seeing how
they’re reacting, then I’m chang
ing the speed of what’s happening,
then I’m changing the attitude and

GVL / Nicole Lamson
Getting sleepy: DeLuca talks hypnotized students into several ambiguous acts.

then hopefully you go so deep into
their subconscious that all the inhi
bitions go away.”
DeLuca’s hypnosis worked on
freshman finance major Kyle Diephuis and freshman social work
student Laura Coon, both of whom
had few words to describe what
had happened to them.
“I don’t remember anything
except for the beginning when we
were counting down from 300,”
Diephuis said. “1 do remember
voices in and out, but I couldn’t

recite them.”
Coon offered similar senti
ments.
“I do kind of remember some
things, but it was like 1 was sleep
ing," she said. “When I woke up, I
felt like I had just taken a nap.”
In reality, Diephuis and Coons’
hypnosis ended with Deluca tell
ing them they were at the best club
they had ever been at and all they
wanted to do was dance like mad which is exactly what they did.
arts@ lanthorn .com
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The Lanthorn presents the Winter Housing Guide, a comprehensive
listing of apartments of interest to GVSU students. The guide helps
you compare cost, size, location and amenities to make it easier to
choose the right place to call home.
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IF YOU WANT MORE THAN A HOUSE,
YOU WANT A SMI
43 West offers
community atmosphere
By Emanuel Johnson
GVL Managing Editor

With quality housing, a quaint
surrounding environment and
close proximity to the Allendale
Campus, the Village at 48 West
has everything a Grand Valley
State University student would
ideally look for in a housing
option.
Located, as the name implies,
on the west side of 48th Street
between Lake Michigan Drive
and West Campus Drive, the
Village offers potential residents
a choice between six housing
options that start as low as $395
a month per bed for a 4-bedroom
apartment in a 12-month lease.
Each
apartment
comes
equipped with full Internet
capabilities, a full-sized washer
and dryer,central airconditioning,
expandable cable options and
a 24-hour on-site maintenance
team . Those interested can expect
each unit to be in prime condition
since 48 West’s apartments and
townhomes just opened in 2008
and expanded in 2009.
But the in-apartment amenities
are not the only draw that gamers
interest in residency at 48 West.
The surrounding shops, gaming
rooms and restaurants help entice
potential residents with a sense
of community.
“Our community is unique
because we have a sense of
community with our downtown
village center,” said Lauren
Betten, leasing manager for the
Village at 48 West. “We have
our multi-purpose room, which
contains a classroom area and a

private meeting room ... Located
in our downtown village center is
Grand Coney Express, an express
version of the Allendale favorite.
Grand Coney.”
Betten said the leasing office
at 48 West strives to create a
well-balanced student housing
community that promotes healthy
living in an educational setting
by building in four key areas.
“The four key areas are:
personal growth (we provide
classes on resume building, how
to build good credit, etc.), local
community involvement (Rally
for a Cure, blood drives, Relay
for Life,etc), volunteering (M-45
cleanup, feeding the homeless.
Habitat for Humanity, etc.)
and relaxation or socialization
with fellow residents/students
^Tuesdays in the theater, workout
Wednesdays, thirsty Thursdays,
pig roasts, scavenger hunt, etc),”
she said.
48 West is also pet friendly,
but there are a few fees that
come along with the privilege
of keeping a pet in a unit. There
is a $500 pet deposit, a $250
nonrefundable pet fee and a $50
monthly pet fee, each of which
must be paid in order to keep a
pet.
Those interested in applying
for residence should call the 48
West leasing office at 616-8952400 to schedule a tour. There is a
$300 administration fee required
to apply for housing, but those
who apply before Dec. 17 will
receive $100 off of the fee.

managingeditor@ lanthorn .com
GVL / Nicole Lamson
Modern living: 48 West provides up-to-date amenities and shops, game rooms and restaurants on the lot.
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FEATURING
O Individual leases
© Roommate matching
• 1,2 & 4 bedroom apartments
and town homes
O Awesome amenities and free
* # K> &?2 month leases
Rates starting at $395
umished units available

village at 48west 10897 48th Ave. Allendale, Michigan 49401
il: 48west@48west.info website: www.48west.com
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IF YOU'RE LOOKING TO SAVE ON UTILITIES]

Conifer Creek Townhomes focus on affordability for residents

Courtesy Photo / confiercreektownhomes.com
Alumnus approved: A block of Conifer Creek townhomes is pictured. GVSU alumnus Joe Modderman owns the complex.

By Lauren Fitch
GVL Editor in Chief

Conifer Creek Townhomes
catered to college life with
their spacious floorplans, se
cluded location and affordable
prices.
The four-bedroom, 4 1/2
bathroom
townhomes
are
owned, managed and main
tained by Joe Modderman, a
Grand Valley State University
alumnus and coach of the bas
ketball team.
“I know what (the students)
go through every day,” Modder
man said.
His understanding of stu
dent life carries over to Coni
fer Creek, which is located at
11378 48th Avenue in Allen
dale, just across from Main St.
Pub. Each unit comes with free
cable, Internet and parking and
the energy-efficient units cut
down on heating costs.
Lire

“Our utility bills are going
to be less for the square foot
age we are because we have
insulation,” Modderman said.
“People that live at other places
and come here always tell me
we have lower utility bills.”
The square footage for the
townhomes, built in 2007, totals
at more than 1,600 square feet
divided among three floors. Rent
ranges from $435 per month per
person for a 10-month lease to
$385 or $405 per month per
person for 12 months. The units
come in three different styles,
either with a garage, without a
garage or with a cement walk
out patio.
Conifer Creek can house 120
residents and has been full the
past few years, which Modder
man said is because they take
good care of the residents.
The townhomes can be fur
nished for a case-by-case ad
ditional fee depending on what
type of furniture the occupant

wants. Pets are allowed in cer
tain units in Conifer Creek with
an extra $10 each month from
the owner and a $ 1 (X) deposit.
Michael Skinner, a junior at
Grand Valley State University,
has lived in Conifer Creek for
the past two years and plans to
resign for next year as well.
He described the atmosphere
as a close community and en
joys the seclusion from main
stream campus life.
“You’ll see the neighbors
outside playing fcxitball or tailgating” Skinner said. He added
the maintenance is timely and
communication with the land
lord has been very good.
Though the complex is cur
rently full, Modderman said
there will be openings for fall
2011. For more information on
Conifer Creek, call 616-3182035 or visit their website at
www.conifercreektownhomes.
com.

editorial@ lanthorn x om

TOWNHOMES

'Whew Ike Cwi
4 Bedrooms
4 >/2 Baths

I
I

Garage on some units
Walkout units

I
.

I

Daylight units
Free cable and wireless internet with lease
Washer and dryer in every unit
Professionally designed closets
Over 1600 square feet per unit

* Covered car ports
* Walking distance of restaurants and grocery store
* Bus stop, a few minutes walking distance
4 GVSU Alumni / Allendale owned and operated
* Energy efficient, Green built buildings, resulting in lower utility bills
Energy efficient windows and doors also resulting in lower utility bills
* Roommate profile service

IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR COUNTRY LIVING...

* Walking path through woods
* Va of a mile from campus
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Floorplans & Rates Available Online
wwvv.conrfercrr*ektov»nho5Ties.com

GVL Archive / Eric Coulter
Country fresh: Students stand outside of one of the University Apartment units. The property is owned by Hank Prins

University Apartments

offers appeal of
country living
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Editor in Chief

Those accustomed tocountry
living will feel right at home at
University Apartments.
Owned
and
managed
by Hank Prins, University
Apartments consists of six
duplex units located on Rich
Street about a mile from Grand
Valley
State
University’s
Allendale Campus.
Prins said one of the key
selling points of University
Apartments is the privacy and
space around the complex.
“It’s set in the country.
There’s nobody else around,”
he said. “The residents like that
there’s plenty of space ”
He said residents make use of
the space in their big backyards
by grilling or planning other
activities for outside.
Each duplex fills 1,800
square feet and houses eight
to 10 people total. The units
are made up of four or five
bedrtXMns and one bathroom,
with three bedrooms located
downstairs and two upstairs in
the bi-level floorplan.
Rent will be $245 per
person per month for the
2011-12 school year. Leases
are available for three or nine
months, and Prins said the
♦ ♦ ♦♦

summer-month leases are more
flexible in terms of how many
residents can occupy each unit.
The price per person does not
change in the summer, even if
a couple of the occupants move
out.
Kitchen appliances come
in each unit and hook ups are
available for washers and
dryers, though they are not
already furnished.
Though the apartments
are 30 years old, Prins said
he has done a lot of exterior
renovation and continues to
constantly maintain the interior
of all the units. As the owner
and manger, Prins is on-call for
security and maintenance 24
hours a day.
Parking is free, and pets are
allowed for an extra $25 per
month.
Prins said residents are
attracted to the low prices of
University Apartments and the
units are filling up fast. He said
he anticipates openings for the
2011-12 school year as long as
students sign by spring 2011 to
guarantee a spot.
For more
information,
visit
the
University
Apartments website at www.
universityapartmcntsallendale.
com or call 616-742-5110.

editorial@ lanthorn xom

Off-Campus Student Housing for only

fl

Per Person
Per Month
totes vary depending on number of occupants

4 Bedroom Unit
1800 Sq. Ft.
Allows Pets
Washer and Dryer Hook-up
Big Back Yard
Quiet and Country Atmosphere

"Get More for Less"
Located on Ridi Street
1 Mile from Allendale Campus
616-742-5110

See us at www.universityapartmentsallendale.com
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IF YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED

I

Loft 45 provides'up-scale' living with on-site shopping in Allendale
i

By Lauren Fitch
GVL Editor in Chief

With a new name and new image,
Loft 45 is ready to welcome new resi
dents.
Though only five years old, Loft 45
has reinvented itself to reflect the 45
units it offers, located on M-45.
“The main feature is its unique lo
cation and the offering of only 45 pri
vate residences,” said Renee Webster,
director of operations for the Gillespie
Group in East Lansing. “A lot of stu
dents have already lived on campus or
lived close to campus and are looking
to get away from the hustle and bustle
of campus. Loft 45 offers the right pri
vate living environment for the learning.
Webster said one of the unique
things about Loft 45 is that the apart
ments are located above retail space.
The complex, which sits at 6101 Lake
Michigan Drive in Allendale, shares
the space with Family and Farm
Home, Dollar General, Forever Sun,
Grand Coney, Pack & Mail Plus and
Snap Fitness.
The units are available in one- or
two-bedroom models each with a
slightly different floor plan. Rent
ranges from $719 for the smallest 716
square foot, one-bedroom, one-bath
room apartment $1,260 for the largest
1,115 square foot, two-bedroom, twobathroom apartment. Two people can
occupy each bedroom.
Each unit comes with air condition
ing, a dishwasher, microwave, oven,
range stove, washer and dryer, walk-in
closet and window treatments. Web
ster said each unit recently received
an upgraded appliance ebony appli
ance set. The units have 9-foot ceil
ing and ceiling height windows with
mini-blinds.
Pets are allowed at Loft 45 for an
additional fee. There is plenty of park
ing, and each unit has a private entry
with an elevator.
“We have a good mix of residents.
The target market is the student or res
ident that is looking for a choice liv
ing experience.,” Webster said. “It’s
more upscale than the average student
would usually find in the GVSU apart-

I

//

We have a good mix
of residents... It's more
upscale than the aver
age student would usu
ally find in the GVSU
apartment market/7
-Renee Webster

Gillespie Group
Director of Operations
ment market.”
New to Loft 45 is the student center
“Refuel,” which is set for completion
in spring of 2011. Webster said this
will be a gathering area with a TV and
couches for residents who want to have
a group over or just a different place
to relax or study. Another new feature
is the option of furnished units, which
will be available in 2011.
Julia Nowak, a Grand Valley State
University junior, currently lives in
one of the Loft 45 units and said she
picked the complex because of its offcampus appeal.
“The other off-campus apartments
seem very dorm-like and very parental-like,” Nowak said.
She said one of the best things
about Loft 45 Is how new it is and the
spacious bedrooms. Another selling
point for Nowak was the availability
of one- or two-bedroom apartments.
“They offer two-bedroom apart
ments rather than having to find three
or four roommates,” Nowak said.
Though she will be moving closer
to the downtown campus next year,
Nowak said if she was staying in Al
lendale, she would renew her lease at
Loft 45.
Loft 45 is currently pre-leasing for
2011, and Webster said she expects a
turnover in about half the units. More
information is available at heritagetownsquare.com or by calling 866231-1509.

Courtesy Photo /rent com
City suites: Loft 45 apartments sit directly above shops in Allendale. The retail space below the units its taken up by
Family and Farm Home, Dollar General, Forever Sun, Grand Coney, Pack & Mail and Snap Fitness.

editorial@ lanthorn .com
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1 & 2 bedroom lofts
lOto 12 month lease terms
r*

Find yours here
loft45.net
Formerly known as Heritage Towne Square

6101 Lake Michigan Drive
616-895-2500
Bring in this ad for special discount
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IF YOU WANT TO LIVE OFF CAMPUS AND STILL RIDE THE BUS

Hightree offers free
summer with 2011 lease
By Eric Higgins
GVL Intern

Courtesy photo / Hightree.com
Hightree opportunity: The apartments offer living options with three or four bedrooms for two to four people.

As Grand Valley State
University continues to
grow, more students choose
to live on or near campus,
and Hightree Townhomes
has made living nearcampus
an affordable choice.
Hightree Townhomes are
located 1/4 of a mile from the
GVSU Allendale campus at
4477 Lake Michigan Drive.
The townhomes come in
two styles: three- or fourbedroom apartments.
The
three-bedroom
apartments are comprised of
three levels. The lower level
includes a bedroom, two
closets and a utility room.
The middle level is where
the living room is located,
and the top level contains
two bedrooms, a walk-in
closet and a bathroom.
Up to four students can
live in the three-bedroom
housing, and prices depend
on how many students plan
to share the apartment. With
two people, the lease is

Four-bedroom floorplan

$1,000. With three people,
the lease is $1,185 and with
four people, the lease is
$1,340. Rent for the threebedroom apartments is as
low as $335 per month.
Similar to the threebedroom apartments, the
four-bedroom models have
three levels. The bottom
level has two bedrooms,
a bathroom and a laundry
area. The middle level is
the living room and the top
level contains the other two
bedrooms and a bathroom.
Unlike the three bedroom
apartment, there is only one
option for leasing with the
four bedroom style. With
four people, the lease is
$1,500. Rent for the four
bedroom apartments is $375
per month.
Hightree
Townhomes
is running a special. If
students reserve their rooms
for fall 2011, they can live
there over the summer of
2011 for free.
Additional
services
provided by the living
community include trash

removal, lawn care and
snow removal.
Amenities include free
basic cable and wireless
internet,
central
air
conditioning, a washer,
dryer and dishwasher.
GVSU
student
Erin
Carleton, who lives in
Hightree Townhomes, likes
a few features that the
apartments provide.
“I overall like living
off campus better than
on campus and enjoy the
convenient bus stop right
by the Hightree parking
lot,” she said. ‘‘1 also
enjoy the cheaper rent than
surrounding
off-campus
apartments.”
Bob Hoogeboom, the
owner and manager of
Hightree Townhomes, said
he wants students to know
their stay at the apartments
is important, and it will be a
good experience.

news@lanthorn.com
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I enjoy the
cheaper rent
than the
surrounding
off-campus
apartments."

2 fiedroom /1 Baft Apartment
632 ty. frdtpn Street * KfiQfmonfli
2nd floor. Beautifully renovated, spacious apartment which
includes following amenities: High ceilings, hardwood floors, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, washer & dryer, central air, security entrances,
and off street parking. Apartment is within one block of university
with incredible view of downtown GR. •

-Erin Carleton
Hightree resident

Three-bedroom floorplan

Contact BiU Jones to arrange to see apartment*

Courtesy Graphic Hightree.com

616-29I-8M5

TOWNHOMES
Lower Level

Bedroom
12x9

o

Upper Level

Main Level

Bedroom
12x115

Living Room

It----- 11

Bedroom
10x12

Bedroom
10x10

ll
4 bedroom floorplan

4477 Lake Michigan Drive
(616) 490-0464

An easy and
convenient
location!

* Only 1/4 mile from
• Main GV Entrance
• 3 & 4 Bedroom
Townhomes
• 2 Full Baths
• Central Air
• On-site Managers
¥

Shuttle Bus Stop on site
» Dishwasher, Microwave
Washer and Dryer

►r '

SUMMERS’
,

.______

Office Hours:
Mon-Fri: i-5pm Sat By appointment

Large Bedrooms,
5 FREE EXPANDED Cable,
and Wireless Internet in EVERY Unit!
* call or stop in for more details
• ♦ •♦
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IF YOU MISS YOUR PARENT'S CUL-DE-SAC LIVINGB

Mystic Woods offers
residential atmosphere
not found in all complexes
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Editor in Chief

After awhile, row after row
of identical apartments build
ings all start to look the same.
Students seeking a more home
like feel to their residence can
check out the duplexes at Mys
tic Woods, located on Pierce
Street about half a mile from
Copper Beech.
Described on their website
as a “community of cottagestyle duplexes located in a
wooded setting, with quiet,
scenic surroundings,” the du
plexes each offer four bed
rooms and 4 1/2 bathrooms.
“We’re the only complex
set up like this,” said Scott
Dekkenga, property owner
and manager. “We’re not
stacked housing, it’s more
residential.”
Dekkenga described the
Mystic Woods community as
having a “quiet, home-y feel
to it” and mentioned the large
front porches as one of the res
idents’ favorite features.
Residents also receive free
cable, Internet and trash re
moval as well as a carport for
each unit that is included in
the rent. Each unit houses four

people, meaning eight people
can live in each duplex.
The cost of rent starts at
$405 per person per month.
Some units can be furnished
for an extra $30 per month per
person and pets are allowed
for an additional fee.
Built in 2007, each duplex
covers 2,000 square feet and
the units come with a dish
washer, oven, microwave,
washer and dryer. Lawn care
and snow removal are also in
cluded in the cost of rent.
Dekkenga said the duplex
es were built to feel more like
homes than the typical college
apartment.
“Residents like the quality
of the space,” he said. “They’re
built like a house. They’ve got
colored walls, wood trim, tile
floors and wood floors.”
He said it’s fairly common
for a group of eight to come in
to sign a lease together and fill
up a whole building.
Lori Burgess, a fifth-year
senior now, lived in Mystic
Woods her sophomore year
when it first opened before de
ciding to rent a house from a
friend.
She said she enjoyed the
big bedrooms and having her
own bathroom. She said the

floorplan was laid out to give a
lot of space for having friends
over or hanging out with
roommates.
“It’s a cool little commu
nity,” Burgess said. “It’s fun
having neighbors. There’s a
lot going on there.”
The big front porch was an
other key feature for Burgess,
though she said the smell of
the nearby turkey farms some
times kept her inside.
The
dnly
drawback,
Dekkenga and Burgess men
tioned was the fact the Rapid
buses don’t come to Mystic
Woods. But the complex is
still less than two miles from
Grand Valley State Univer
sity’s Allendale Campus.
Because Mystic Woods is
famly-owned, maintenance is
handled by the landlord and
owner who is always on site.
Though
the
complex,
which can house 152 students,
is currently full, Dekkenga
said there will be openings for
the 2011-12 school year. He
recommended signing a lease
before January for a better
chance of securing a unit for
the following year.
The application fee at Mys
tic Woods is $25 in addition
to a $200 holding deposit. For
more information, visit their
website at www.mysticwoodscommunity.com or call 616837-5173.

editorial@ lanthorn .com
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Courtesy Photo / Mystic Woods
Delightful duplexes: Mystic Woods offers units with four bedrooms and 4 1/2 bathrooms for $405 per person.

Established in 2007

Included utilities/services:
- Cable
- Internet
-Trash removal
- Carport
- Lawn care
- Snow removal

Size: 2,000 sq. ft.
Complex maximum capacity:
152 students
Minimum monthly rate: $405
per month

Proximity to Allendale Campus:
2 miles

Included appliances:
- Dishwasher
- Oven
- Microwave
-Washer
- Dryer

Floor plan:
- 4 bedroom, 4 1/2 bathroom

86 PIERCE ST, ALLENDALE
A COMMUNITY OF COTTAGE-STYLE DUPLEXES
LOCATED IN A QUIET WOODED SETTING

2,000 sq ft. Huge! You need to see!

Energy Star rated units (Save $)

4 Bedrooms with 4 Large Baths attached

Large porches to hang out with friends

Garages for all Residents - FREE!

Basketball Court, Beach Volleyball Court

Expanded Cable & Internet - FREE!

Yes, we are pet friendly!

Privately Keyed Rooms

8 Students? reserve a whole building!

LAKE XMICHIGAN DR.

,

*

&

1

1

L
GVSU
AUrMQUKAMFVS
’*

—

CALL 616-886-8535
OR GO TO: www.mysticwoodscommunity.com

PIERCE

MYSTIC
WOODS

_____
I
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FLYING SOLO ANDWANTTO BE MATCHED WITH
YOUR ROOMMATES ONLINE...

Find 'your home away from home' at Boltwood
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor

f
;

Located within a mile of the
Grand Valley State University
.Allendale Campus, Boltwood
•6its along the Rapid’s North
Campus Express bus route right
ioff of Lake Michigan Drive.
* “Boltwood
Student
'Apartments is happy to be your
liome away from home while
you take that next step in your
life,” according to the complex’s
iwebsite.
Weighing in at 45 total
apartment units, Boltwood
.boasts roomy bedrooms on their
website.
f Property manager Emily
•Firlit said the standard is “two
heartbeats per one bedroom” at
Boltwood Apartments, which
come in one-bedroom and twobedrmm units and lit up to four
residents comfortably.
The one-bedroom apartment
style starts at $700 per month
while the two-bedroom starts

at $380 per person per month.
Currently, Firlit said they are
offering one month’s free rent
on any 12-month lease and are
already pre-leasing for the 2011 2012 school year.
“It’s very quiet, people who
live here are very focused on
their academics and study time,
there’s hardly any types of loud
partying - nothing of that nature
goes on here,” Firlit said.
Not sure who to live with?
It’s okay - the Boltwood
Apartments website features a
signature “roommate matching”
system for renters who are
coming in solo but still want to
find the perfect roommate.
While cable is always free
at Boltwood, select units come
equipped with a big screen
television and all units feature
full kitchen facilities, free high
speed Internet, free parking and
are pet friendly to boot.
It isn’t just the security
deposits that are affordable,
either. Having a pet at Boltwood

costs less than most places on
the market, Firlit added, at a
modest $100 refundable deposit
and $20 a month per pet rent.
“Any size dog is fine and all
pets are welcome,” she said.
The Boltwood community
has on-site management and
laundry facilities, basketball
and volleyball courts, areas
for barbecuing and an on-site
maintenance team for any sticky
situations residents might face.
“We strive to be No. 1
in resident retention, the
overall relationships between
management
and
tenants,
building rapport, great customer
service and 24-hour turnaround
time on maintenance concerns,”
Firlit said.
To leant more about
Boltwood, find a roommate, or
apply online, visit http://www.
boltwoodgvsu.com/ or call the
Boltwood Student Apartment
offices at 616-895-5875.

GVL Archive
Basking in the blue: Boltwood Apartments is located across Lake Michigan Drive perched in a patch of woods.
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GVL / Eric Coulter
All in one: The community at Meadows Crossing includes a party store, bar, clubhouse, pool and basketball court.

LIFESTYLE....

Meadows Crossing offers
pool, hot tub, tanning
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Senior Reporter

During the summer, resi
dents of Meadows Crossing can
take a dip in the ptx>l, the first
offered at a student housing
complex in Allendale. Through
out the entire year, students can
warm up in the Jacuzzi hot tub,
offered exclusively to residents
of the townhouse community.
The
living
community
opened the pool in response to
a survey conducted in the fall of
2(X)9. Residents asked for larger
fitness facilities, tanning beds
and a swimming pool. Now,
the living community offers all
these accommodations on site.
“Meadows Crossing cares
about our residents and strives
to improve the quality of living
here on a daily basis,” said prop
erty manager Karen Bier-Hobbs.
“When we ask for feedback, we
get it and do something about it.
We listen to our resident con
cerns and have top notch man
agement looking out for the best
interest of the students.”
Meadows Crossing encom
passes 18 acres of land'at the
comer of West Campus Dnve
and 48th Avenue at the west
entrance to Grand Valley State
University across the street from
the Meadows Golf Course.
“It’s conveniently located,"
said senior Meghan McAfee, a
resident of Meadows Crossing.
“And the fact that it is furnished
is cool, too.”
The living community offers
189 total units: 179 two- and
four-bedroom townhouses and
10 apartments. Each occupant
has a locked bedroom and a pri
vate bathroom.
Each resident can expect
to pay from $429-$499 each
month, not including electric,
gas. water, sewer, telephone, In
ternet and cable bills. Meadows
Crossing also requires residents
to pay additional expenses: $350
security deposit, $60 application
fee and $220 community fee.
• Many units have three floors
of living space, and in addi
tion to private bathrooms for
each occupant, the main floor
contains a separate half-bath. A
laundry room comes equipped

with a full-size washer and
dryer, and some units offer a
walk-out patio. Every bedroom
and the common area provides
hook up for high-speed Internet
and cable television.
The kitchen comes equipped
with large appliances including
a dishwasher, microwave and
garbage disposal.
The living room has a sofa,
side chair, end table, coffee table
and entertainment center.
Each bedroom also comes
fully furnished.
Optional features include 16
living units with garages and 208
covered and 579 open parking
spaces. Additionally, the Rapid
route 48 has a pick-up location
near the living community.

Meadows Crossing has a
clubhouse with a fitness cen
ter and a community room
equipped with flat-screen televi
sions, a pool table, a ping-pong
table, a foosball table and a
lounge area. Other recreational
facilities include a basketball
court, a volleyball court and a
gazebo.
Leases last for 12 months or
357 days, and townhouses are
assigned on a first-come, firstserve basis.
The leasing office, located in
the front of the complex, is open
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and from noon
to 5 p.m. Saturday. The phone
number is 616-892-2700.
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IF YOU WANT TO STAY REALLY CLOSE

GVL / Dylan Graham
Affordable housing: Campus View, located south of campus, features low-cost leases and the Off-Kirk community center with game room, movie theatre, tanning beds, and basketball and volleyball courts.

Apartments mix off-campus quiet, on-campus convenience
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor

Stretching along 42nd avenue
and Pierce Street, across from
the water tow^r and between the
Laker Village and Grand Valley
Apartments, 372 units make up the
Campus View Apartments, whose
slogan reads “off-campus living in
a virtually on-campus location.”
Located only a half a mile from
the center of Grand Valley State
University’s Allendale Campus,
the Campus View Apartments
combine a comfortable walking
distance with an option to ride the
Rapid Route 48 or an exclusive
Campus View shuttle that runs
from Kirkhof to the complex.
For those who want to bring
along their wheels, parking permits

are required and start at $50.
New to Campus View, owner
Brian Gardner said they are putting
in a resort-style swimming pool
with a recreation area attached that
will include a hot tub, grilling area,
gazebo and tables for cook outs.
“Right next to the pool will be a
sand volleyball pit,so there will be
plenty of fun available around the
pool,” he added.
The new pool and recreation
area are scheduled to open around
Memorial Day. Gardner said there
will be a Grand Opening party both
then and when students come back
next August for classes.
The Campus View Apartments
also feature the signature “OffKirk” community center that
plays host to a game room, a
movie theater with a 128-inch

HD projection screen, full-sized
gym, full-sized basketball and
volleyball courts, aerobic areas,
fitness center, tanning beds, locker
rooms, vending machines and a
lounge area.
GVSU student and Campus
View tenant Jenna Fredrickson
said the all-night “Off-Kirk”
community center, in her opinion,
is the biggest advantage of
residency at the complex.
“It is a great place to work out,
study or just relax and it is open
24/7,” Fredrickson said. “They
also have free tanning.”
With
leases available for
three, nine or 12 months, studio
apartments at Campus View
run from $520 per month for a
12-month lease and $580 per month
for a nine-month lease while one-

bedroom styles are $280 per month
for a 12-month lease and $325 per
month for the nine-month school
year. Two-bedroom styles are also
available and run $285 per month
for 12 months and $325 a month
for a nine-month lease.
Pricing on Townhouse-style
units range from $315 per person
per month to $485 per person per
month depending on the unit size.
The townhouses can come both
furnished and unfurnished, which
also factor into the final cost.
“Campus View is a fun place
to be,” Gardner said. “We host a
welcome back pig roast/pool party,
tail-gaters at homecoming, study
breaks where we feed our tenants,
a Superbowl party with chances to
win iPods, gift cards and GVSU
logo wear, NCAA finals party and

more. These events average about
250 tenants and friends attending
and no one leaves hungry.”
Among other special offers,
Gardner said Campus View has
instituted a “refer a friend” bonus
for anyone who signs a lease at
Campus View. Anyone who refers
a new tenant to Campus View
is awarded $50 in free rent, and
the friend who is referred gets a
$25 gift card to the University
Bookstore when they sign their
lease.
“Campus View is probably best
described as good, clean fun and
the best value (combination of low
prices and better lifestyle) where
we respect and treat our tenants
well,” Gardner said.

news@ lanthorn .com

fraud new pool for summer 2011
Huge rec center with pool tables. Hoops,
Ping Pong, and Massive Movie Theater
Events and Parties all year long!

f

Your own bedroom for
15/to'owth
FREE expanded cable / high

CAMPUS
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VIEW

speed internet
FREE shuttle to campus
FREE recycling

For wore info:
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IF YOU WANT TO LIVE GREAT, IN THE GREAT OUTDOORS

Students find pristine
environment at Ottawa Creek
Potential residents can
choose between a ninemonth and 12-month lease.
The lowest available option
is $600 per month for a
one-bedroom
unit
with
no balcony in a 12-month
lease, and the highest
option is $850 for a twobedroom balcony unit in a
nine-month lease.
Ottawa
Creek
also
includes a limited number
of one-bedroom handicap
assessable units and studio
apartments.
Every
unit
comes
complete with free high
speed internet, basic cable,
trash removal, water and

By Emanuel Johnson
i
t

GVL Managing Editor

----------------- -—--------------

Students at Grand Valley
} State University looking
| to escape the college
‘ campus atmosphere to a
more secluded and pristine
environment can look no
■ further than Ottawa Creek
J Apartments for their living
f arrangements.
Located on 52nd Avenue
just south of Lake Michigan
{ Drive in Allendale, Ottawa
Creek offers a variety of one| bedroom and two-bedroom
( apartments, including plans
I for units with balconies and
spacious bedrooms.

parking.
Residents
are
responsible for paying for
electricity and gas.
No pets are allowed in
the units.
Potential residents can
stop by the leasing office
for a showing every Monday
through Friday from 9:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. and by
appointment on Saturdays.
To contact the Ottawa Creek
leasing office, call 616453-9190 or e-mail them at
ottawacreek@live.com.
For more information,
visit the Ottawa Creek
website
at
www.
ottawacreek.com.

managingeditor® lanthorn rom

GVL / Andrew Mills
Life at the Beech: Copper Beach Townhomes feature floor plans that range from one- to four-bedroom units.

IF 0H? MATTERS TO YOU TOO...

Copper Beech eager
to please with space,
location, amenities
By Haley Otman
GVL Laker Life Editor

GVL Archive / Eric Coutler
Shakespearian scene: Ottawa Creek Apartments offer units with balconies starting at $770 per month.

Ottawa Creek
Apartments
your home away from home

11127 52nd Ave

ottawacreek.com
(616) 453-9190
ft1

' Copper Beech dares to
say it: size matters! In fact,
Property Manager Kristi
Garrett says the off-campus
complex lives by that motto.
Copper Beech is still
accepting applications for the
2011-12 school year for all of
their spacious floor plans.
They offer one-, two, three- and four-bedroom
plans to fit any group of
friends.
“We are currently offering
the best prices of the season,”
Garrett said.
Grand
Valley
State
University sophomore Abby
Oates said she chose Copper
Beech because it gives her a
large bedroom and her own
bathroom and walk-in closet,
in addition to being in a
convenient location.
“It’s a really short bus
ride to campus, so I have
time to come back and forth
throughout the day whenever
I need,” Oates said.
Copper Beech’s units
all come with a full kitchen

that includes a refrigerator/
freezer, a microwave, a
dishwasher and a breakfast
bar. The main level of each
unit has a half bath, in
addition to the full bathroom
attached to each bedroom.
They can be rented either
furnished or unfurnished.
The furnished units also
come with a kitchen table
and chairs, a sofa and love
seat with end table and coffee
table in the living room as
well as full bedroom furniture
including a desk and chair in
each bedroom.
apartments
One-person
have about 650 square feet
of living area and currently
cost $635 per month for an
unfurnished unit.
Two-bedroom units have
about 1300 square feet with
a separate floor housing the
two bedrooms. These cost
$475 per person per month.
For a three-bedroom unit,
students can choose one
with either a garage or an
additional lower-level living
area taking the place of a
fourth bedroom. They size
in at about 1,700 and 2,000

Rent as low as $180.00 a month
INCLUDES:

*Based on four person occupancy
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in the heart of
downtown
Grand Rapids
1 Luxury

Across the
River from

Studio

1&2
Bedroom
Apartments

■24 hr. Fitness Center ■ Indoor Pool Expanded Pool - Covered Parking Connection to Sky walk

GVSU's
Downtown
Campus

www.plazatowersapartments.com
Expires: Jan 30th, 2010
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♦some restrictions may apply
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$250 OFF

3, 9, and 12 month
lease terms and
furnished units
available!

GVSU Student i
Special!
i

YOUR 1ST MONTH OF RENT!-p,ru„i.
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We are
continually
looking for ways
to improve
our Internet
service ...and
be more in tune
with the Laker
community.77
-Kristi Garrett
Copper Beach
Property Manager
square feet, respectively.
Rental rates are $420 per
person per month for the
garage unit, and $440 per
person per month for the
other.
For a group of four
roommates, the units have
about 2,000 square feet of
living area, and each tenant
pays $385 per month. The
four-bedroom
furnished
units are the most popular, so
students wishing to rent one
of them must hurry.
Garrett said Copper Beech
continues to listen to its
residents and improve based
on the feedback it receives.
“We
are
continually
looking for ways to improve
our Internet service, adopt
new
policies,
i.e.
pet
acceptance, and be more
in tune with the Laker
community,” she said.
The community gives
its residents free Internet
and expanded cable, along
with dumpsters throughout
the complex for free trash
removal.
Fees assessed by Copper
Beech
include
a
$30
application and $75 activity
fee per person. Most units
also require one parking spot
to be purchased. Residents
must pay their own electric
bills, which include heating
and air conditioning.
“Copper Beech has always
been the premier townhome
community near GVSU’s
Allendale Campus,” Garrett
said.
The community is eager
to continue hosting events
throughout the school year to
involve its residents. Garrett
said they are currently
working on Exam Cram
events, bar crawls, movie
nights
and
community
potlucks, all with giveaways
and prizes.
To leam more about
Copper Beech Townhomes,
go to www.cbeech.com,
or visit in person on the
southwest comer of 48th
Avenue and Pierce Street.
The office number is 616895-2900.

lakerlife® lanthorn £om

'Must bring in coupon to get special.
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IF YOU'RE SEEKING SOME

IF YOU WANT TO nawMiiianuHW
OF THE TRAFFIC IN THE CITY...

Royal Vista provides gated

American Seating offers
modern living in historic setting

community, security
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Editor in Chief

Students interested in the se
renity of the woods and ravines
while minutes from Grand Rap
ids need look no further than
Royal Vista Apartments and
Townhomes.
“It’s a real quiet, peaceful
property,” said Amber Gaw,
property manager. “It’s a great
set-up for students. The loca
tion’s great.”
Located near 3 Mile Road
between Walker and Grand
Rapids, Royal Vista is within
three miles of many restaurants,
stores, gas stations and other di
versions. Gaw added it is near
both campuses of Grand Valley
State University.
This “beautiful collection
of townhouses and apartments
surrounded by woods, wetlands
and scenic ravines” offers oneto three-bedroom units, accord
ing to the Royal Vista website.
One-bedroom units cost
between $655 and $675 per

month, depending on their lo
cation. Apartments with two
bedrooms come in three differ
ent floor plans for $720-$750
each month. The three-bedroom
townhouses cost $ 1J015-$ 1J025
per month with two floor plans
available.
Parking comes at no addi
tional fee, and water, sewer and
garbage removal are also free.
Each unit has a washer, dryer
and a garage plus one additional
parking spot per unit.
Gaw said less than a quarter
of the residents are students, and
those are mostly seniors.
“It definitely is for students
who want something that’s
quiet,” she said. “We’re a gated
community so it’s safe.”
Royal Vista offers on-site
maintenance, and no pets are
allowed. Residents can also use
the community playground.
For more information, visit
koetjebuilders.com, select the
rental communities tab or call
616-453-9999.

editorial@ lanthorn com

By Jake Moerdyke
GVL Intern

GVL Archive
Ravin* scene: Royal Vista apartments offer a view of the wetlands.

GVL / Andrew Mills
Timber: American Seating Park's building was once a furniture plant.

ROYALVISTA
HEIGH 1 d
GREAT SPECIALS!
$655 - $1025

$695 - $755

CALL TODAY 453-9999

CALL TODAY 457-3450

• 1 or 2 Bedroom apts or
3 bedroom condo-style townhomes
• Convenient location to both downtown
and allendale campus

• 2 bedrooom 1200 Sq. Ft. ranch
townhomes with full basements
garage included
• Conveniently located within 7 miles
of Allendale Campus

• Immediate freeway access
• Washer/Dryer and Garage included

• More information at
www.koetjebuilders.com

The American Seating
Park in downtown Grand
Rapids offers its residents a
modern lifestyle set in one
of the city’s historic build
ings.
Roughly six blocks from
Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s Pew Campus, the
American
Seating
Park
campus consists of three
buildings: the Off-Broad
way apartments, the Clark
Place building, and nestled
between the two, an amphi
theater where residents can
relax and listen to live mu
sic.
A representative for the
leasing office of the Ameri
can Seating Park said most
student residents move into
the Off-Broadway apart
ments.
The Off-Broadway apart
ment building was originally
constructed in 1902 for the
manufacturing of furniture.
In 2001, the building was
renovated for residents. The
renovation maintained the
historic value of the theater
while providing spacious
and efficient living envi
ronments, according to the
leasing office.
Both apartment buildings
feature maintenance and
24-hour closed surveillance
security systems. The OffBroadway apartments fea
tures a “canteen” common
area with vending machines,
bathrooms and study cu
bicles. Both buildings have
access to charcoal grills lo
cated in the courtyard be

tween the two buildings.
Off-Broadway
apart
ments offers mostly threeand four-bedroom apart
ments that are 1,700-2,000
square feet. The building
also offers some efficiency
two-bedroom
apartments
that are 600-1300 square
feet.
Depending on the apart
ment location and floor plan
chosen, rent can range from
$725-1,625 per month. In
cluded in the cost of rent
is water and sewage, trash,
Internet access, parking and
basic cable. There is also
covered parking for OffBroadway residents for an
additional $30 per month.
Residents also pay addi
tional fees for electric and
telephone.
The building adjacent
to the Off-Broadway apart
ments is known as Clark
Place. This building features
three styles of apartments in
cluding one-bedroom, onebathroom with an office and
two-bedroom
apartments.
The Clark Place apartments
offer modern kitchens with
stainless steel appliances.
Included in rent is wa
ter/sewer, parking and ba
sic cable. There is also an
optional enclosed garage
available. The garage has an
electric door.
For rent and leasing in
formation, contact Sandy
Morris at smorris@americanseatingpark.com or call
(616) 776-2678. Visit http://
www.americanseatingpark.
com for floor plans and ad
ditional information.

news® lanthorn .com

• Flexible 6.9,12 month leases
•Select units only
Also specializing in custom homes & development

www.koetiebuilclers.com

WHAT MODERN LIVING IS ALL ABOU i

College Student? Recent Grad?
Reserve the perfect apartment for you!
Now leasing for 2011-2012

Amazing Amenities
*
*
*
*

High Ceilings
Large Windows
Large Closets
Cable TV
Carports Available

* Modem Kitchen
* Free On-Site Parking
* 24-hour Closed Circuit
Television Surveilance
* Close to Downtown Campus

fj2nB!D135Cfcl3B33B3GQIByJB5!133E232:

set up an appointment 616-776-2678
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Real-world experience: Allendale Meadows is a community of manufactured homes for rent and purchase. The community comes complete with a clubhouse, playground, swimming pool, recreational facilities and sidewalks.

IF YOU WANT TO LIVEE
ON TOWARD INDEPENDENCE...

IT

AND

Allendale Meadows
offers real-life experience
Manufactured homes community offers students
chance to rent houses at affordable rate
By Emanuel Johnson
GVL Managing Editor

Ever wondered what it’d
be like to live in your own
house instead of renting an
apartment during the school
year? Well, Grand Valley
State University students
living at the Allendale
Meadows have just that
opportunity.
Instead of offering onebedroom and two-bedroom
units, Allendale Meadows
offers its residents a chance
to test their independence
with two-bedroom and fourbedroom houses for sale as
well as for rent.
Allendale Meadows is a
community of manufactured
homes built under the

watch of Sun Homes and
Sun
Communities,
Inc.
The community is situated
at 11400 Boyne Blvd in
Allendale.
There are currently 17
homes available for rent
with prices starting as low
as $550 per month for a twobedroom Villa. The pricing
is based per home rather
than per student.
According to the Sun
Communities
website,
“Allendale Meadows offers
a tranquil country setting
and a great location just
west of Grand Rapids.
The community is situated
in a scenic and serene
environment,
yet
offer
unsurpassed
convenience
to
shopping,
schools,

entertainment and dining
facilities.”
The
community
is
complete with a clubhouse,
playground,
swimming
pool, recreational facilities
and
sidewalks.
Each
home also offers a full
appliance
package
with
air conditioning, washer
and dryer and a microwave
oven.
Pets are allowed for a
fee.
For more information,
visit
the
Allendale
Meadows page on the Sun
Communities website at
www.suncommunities.
com/mobile_home_parks/
allendale_meadows/info_
overview.
rnatuig ingeditor@ lanthorn jcorn

New Leases available year round

Homes

Starting at $699/mo.
•Close to Campus
• 2 & 3 Bedrooms / 2 Baths
• Individual Driveways and Parking
• All Kitchen Appliances
•Washer/Dryer
• Central Air
• Pet Friendly
• Clubhouse & Pool

Ready For You to Move-in
9 & 12 Month Leases Available

*

GVL Archive / Taylor Raymond

Around the comer Brookmeadow apartments is located close to several entertainment venues in Grandville.

Note: All applicants must complete a rental application and be approved for community residency.

Brookmeadow residents
have close proximity to
variety of attractions
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Editor in Chief

Location is always a
factor in real estate, and
Brookmeadow Apartments
definitely has a location worth
noting.
Situated in Grandville,
Brookmeadow is minutes
from 1-196 and Rivertown
Crossing Mall plus a short
drive to both Grand Valley
State University campuses.
“The location is great,”
said Jenny Lucas, a leasing
consultant for Brookmeadow
Apartments. “We are close to
the mall, Wal-mart and also
Grand Valley.”
Those who choose to
make Brookmeadow home
can pick from one- or twobedroom options with either
two or 1 xh bathrooms. Up to
two people can occupy each
bedroom, and cats are the
only pets allowed.
Rent ranges from $544$570 for a one-bedroom
apartment or $611-$654 for
two bedrooms. All utilities
are included in the price of
rent besides electricity and
any upgrades to cable or
Internet.
Other amenities included
in rent are the cost of heat and
the use of enclosed garages
for each vehicle, which Lucas
said residents enjoy especially

in the winter.
Brookmeadow also offers
its residents tennis courts, a
car wash and a community
room available to rent out for
different functions.
Each resident receives a
membership to Endurance

//

The location
is great. We are
close to the
mall, Wal-mart
and also Grand
Valley77
-Jeny Lucas
Brookmeadow
Leasing Consultant

Fitness, a fitness club about 10
minutes from the apartments.
Move-in costs include
the first month’s rent, a $99
cleaning fee and a security
deposit that varies depending
on the person’s credit.
Lucas said the complex
is
clean
with
24-hour
maintenance.
She
said
there are currently a few
open units. For information
or to apply online, visit
landcoapartments.com
and
select the Grand Rapids tab.

•ne and Two Bedroom Apartments
Short & Long Term Leases Available
• Free Garage
• Free Heat
• Free Water, Sewer, and
Trash Removal
• Refrigerator, range, and
dishwasher included
Seperate dining areas
Endurance Fitness Club
membership included with
leasel
Co-signers accepted

>0
44th St
Brookmeadow Apartments
0-143 BroofcmeudowN Court
GrarxMlF. Ml 49410
.
Riwrtown C rot sings MaK

Located just 15 minutes from Allendale, downtown Grand Rapids or Holland (via 1-96)

Brookmeadow Apartments
Call for Details: (616) 284-4239
www.laRicaapartwMts.cMi
Free leasing application with presentation of this ad
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IF YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED TO LIVE THE MSE

Live large at The Lofts,
Plaza Towers
By Elijah Brumback
GVL A&E Editor

Grand Rapids has, in recent years, been
considered a city on the rise, and those who wish
to live in the heart of the city can literally rise with
it at Plaza Towers and The Lofts Apartments.
Both buildings are located near a wide array
of cultural centers and entertainment venues. The
properties are within a mile of the Grand Valley
State University Pew Campus and a short walk to
several bus routes.
Located at 201 W. Fulton St., Plaza Towers
has an access and convenience factor that trumps
most locations in the city, said property manager
Julie Vande Vusse.
“This location is unbeatable,” she said. “All the
major draws of city life are only steps outside the
front door.”
Plaza Towers features apartments with either a
city view or river view over the Grand River, with
studio and one- or two- bedroom units available.
“Moving in is the oply hassle I’ve ever had
here,” said resident Bryan Van Kampen. "Once all
my stuff- was moved up, it was easy settling in.”
The majority of residents at Plaza Towers are
young professionals along with a mix of college
students and also some professors. Floor plans
vary from 675 square feet to 1,161 square feet,
making them open to most living situations.
Rent for one-bedroom apartments ranges from
$910-$ 1200 and two-bedroom prices are between
$ 1300 and $ 1,7500. Studios are $910 to $990 per
month. Vande Vusse said the cost varies depending
on the floor, view, square footage and what has
been upgraded recently in the apartment.
Other amenities include 24-hour security, on
site laundry, a coffee bar, a community room with
wireless Internet, a fitness center and a patio on
the first floor with a grilling area. Popular features,
Vande Vusse said, are the theater, indoor pool and
rooftop sports area.
Vande Vusse said some of these features can
only be found at Plaza Towers.
Parking costs $80 or $100 per month for

outdoor or indoor parking, respectively. Plaza
Towers only allows cats at an extra non-refundable
$200 deposit plus $20 each month.
Student discounts are available in the way of
$50 off of each month’s rent and 50 percent off
the application fee.
Six units are currently available for rent.
While Plaza Towers might be out of some
people’s price range, sister property The Lofts
has the same convenience of proximity at more
affordable prices.
Located at 26 Sheldon Blvd. SE,the apartments
are only a few blocks from the Plaza Towers and
offer the same variety of city diversions.
Rent for The Lofts varies from $565 to $701
for a one-bedroom unit and $673 to $837 for a
two-bedroom. Residents are also able to fill out an
application on the complex’s website to see if they
qualify for lower rent options.
“I’ve been living here for almost a year now,”
said resident Tayler Keefer. “I work and I go to
school so living here is kind of essential for me.”
Eleven diverse floor plans make up the
complex, which is made up of either one- or twobedrooms apartments. Up to two people can live
in each bedroom, and the apartments range from
580 square feet to 900 square feet.
Amenities include on-site laundry, a fitness
center, computer lab and wireless Internet in the
lobby. The building has 24-hour security and
keycard access. Maintenance is also on call 24
hours a day.
“If there is a problem, we address it right
away,” said property manager Aubrey Van Ee.
“Our maintenance crew is top-notch.”
Parking passes cost $40 to $55 per month. The
Lofts is pet-friendly with some restrictions for an
additional $15 per month.
Information on The Lofts is available at www.
loftsapartments.com, or by calling their office at
616-234-0100.
For more information about Plaza Towers,
visit www.plazatowerapartments.com or call 616776-3300.
GVL Archive
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High rise living: The Lofts complex is one of two sister complexes in downtown Grand Rapids.

University Townhouses offer convenience at great value
By Samantha Butcher
GVL Assistant News Editor

Located one mile west of the
university. University Townhouses offer residents an impres
sive bang for their buck.
The complex has 14 unfur
nished townhouses conveniently
located on Fillmore Avenue. The
townhouses range from 1,100
square feet to 1,400 square feet
and can accommodate two to six
residents, depending on the unit.
The smaller units each have two
bedrooms and two bathrooms,
while the larger townhouses
have four bedrooms and two

bathrooms.
Townhouse prices range
from $235 per month to $390 per
month, depending on the num
ber of occupants and the length
of the lease.
“It’s the best price,” said prop
erty owner Tim Hoffer. “It’s the
best product. It’s the best value in
town.”
There are also 18 brand-new
apartment units for rent. The
apartments, located on Lake
Michigan Drive near 64th Av
enue. have two bedrooms and
one bathroom. Rent is $370 per
month with a 10-month lease or
$350 per month with a 12-month

lease.
“It’s a brand new apartment
community,” Hoffer said. “No
butts have ever sat in the seats.
It’s an incredible price right now,
and in a quiet country setting.
There’s only 18 apartments, so
it’s a real tight-knit community.
It’s a real gem.”
Rent includes water, sewer,
trash removal, gas and heat.
All townhouses also include a
stacked, front-loading washer
and dryer set, while apartments
have a washer and dryer on site
for convenience. Residents are
responsible for their own elec
tric.

University Townhouses and
Apartments offer students seclu
sion, privacy and convenience at
an affordable pno&ifoffer, who
also acts as property manager for
the complex, said it is his mis
sion to give residents the most
positive experience possible.
“You want a property man
ager that’s going to meet every
need and take care of you at ev
ery turn,” he said.
Interested students can get
more information or download
a rental application at www.gvtownhouses.com, or contact Tim
Hoffer at (616) 477-5511.

assistantnews@ lanthorn.

GVL Archive / Lindsey Waggoner
Fresh air: There are 18 units available a| University Townhouses. The
townhouses are located on Fillmore Avenue.

UNIVERSITY TOWNHOUSES &
APARTMENTS
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Heat Included • Cable Ready ^Central Air
Dishwasher* ElevatorGarbage Disposal
Intercom System • Laundry Facilities
Mini / Vert. Blinds * Newer Appliances
Pet Friendly • Smoke Detectors
24hr Emergency Main.
Additional Storage Available
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IF YOU WANT THAT GOOD, HOME FEEL...
Private entrances,
ground-level living make
Pineridge feel like home
By Rebekah Young
GVL Intern

GVL / Eric Coutler
Home sweet home: Anela Mesinovic, the Pineridge property manager, gives a tour of a kitchen in one of the Pineridge units.

*mw

Many Grand Valley
State University students
live in on-campus or
off-campus
apartments
during the school year.
Often, this type of public
housing can se6m too
crowded to be called a
home away from home.
Pineridge Apartments
attempts to change that.
Students
living
in
multi-level
apartment
complexes have to deal
with noisy neighbors
on the floors above
and below them. They
also have to use a main
entrance and stairs.
Located
at
2790
Pineridge
Drive,
Pineridge
Apartments
offer residents private
entrances to each of their
apartments, which all sit
at ground-level.
“It’s more homey,”
said Anela Mesinodic,
property
manager of
Pineridge Apartments. “It
feels more like your own
personal area. It’s not
as busy as a multi-level
apartment complex.”
This feature makes
moving day and everyday
living more convenient,
Mesinodic said.
“At my old apartment,
I had to haul laundry
and groceries up three
floors,”
said
Lee
Kadwell, a Pineridge
resident
who
moved
into her one-bedroom
apartment in September
2010. “I could also hear

neighbors walking in the
hall and clunking up and
down the stairs.”
Located
less
than
11 miles from both the
GVSU Pew and Allendale
campuses,
Pineridge
includes several other
convenient
amenities,
such
as
electric
appliances,
garbage
disposal, attic storage
and 24-hour maintenance
assistance.
Renters can choose a
studio, one-bedroom or
two-bedroom apartment
with up to two occupants
staying in each bedroom.
All apartments, except
for the studio, come with
a patio. The apartments
can be furnished or
unfurnished.
Rent starts at $430 per
month for the studio. The
monthly rent is $535 for
the one-bedroom, $675
for the two-bedroom,
one-bath and $705 for the
two-bedroom, two-bath.
With 146 units and
its
privacy-enhancing
features, Pineridge has
a condo-like atmosphere
Mesinodic described as
“quiet and easy-going.”
Nicole
Dietrich, a
former GVSU student
currently attending Grand
Rapids
Community
College,
appreciates
the smaller size of the
Pineridge
community
that she has lived in for
three years.
“It
is
a
smaller
complex, and there’s not
much noise,” she said.
As a single mom of

two sons and with plans
to enroll in GVSU’s
nursing program, she
values the safe, quiet
neighborhood as well as
its affordable pricing and
property maintenance.
“The maintenance staff
is excellent,” Mesinodic
said. “They take care of
service requests within
a couple hours and go
out of their way to assist
residents. We receive a
lot of compliments about
the staff.”
In
addition
to
maintenance
services,
rent includes the cost of
water, sewer, trash and
snow removal. Renters
can sign a three, six,
nine or 12-month lease.
There is a $99 nonrefundable admission fee
for each lease signed and
a security deposit up to
$300.
Other
features
of
Pineridge
Apartments
include
a
gym
membershipto Endurance
Fitness and pet-friendly
accommodations.
Residents with pets, like
Kadwell with her rat
terrier Buddy, pay $15
per month and a one-time
$150 pet deposit fee.
Currently, there is
one studio and one onebedroom apartment open
for rent. For two-bedroom
apartment availability or
additional
information,
visit www.emapartments.
com or call 616-4537999.
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Call Today! (616) 453-7999
2790 Pineridge Dr. NW. Walker, Ml 49534
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